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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT
Jurisdiction in this Court is proper pursuant to Utah Const,
art. VIII, § 3, Utah Code Ann. § 78-2-2 (1988) and R. Utah S. Ct.
3.
NATURE OF THE PROCEEDINGS BELOW
Plaintiffs sued defendants for breach of a commercial lease
agreement

after

defendants

failed

to

make

lease payments.

Defendants thereafter answered and counterclaimed.
Plaintiffs moved

the court

complaint and the counterclaim.

for summary

judgment

on the

The court granted plaintiffs1

Motions for Summary Judgment, after defendants failed to oppose the
Motions for Summary Judgent in any manner.

Defendants1 Motion to

Reverse And/Or Set Aside the suinmary judgment was subsequently
denied by the court.
STATEMENT OF ISSUE
Whether the district court erred in denying defendants1 Motion
to Reverse And/Or Set Aside Summary Judgment.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Plaintiffs and defendants entered into a written commercial
lease agreement whereby defendants leased certain real property
from plaintiffs.

(R. 1-2).

Defendants agreed to make monthly

lease payments to plaintiffs.

(R. 2). When defendants failed to

make the specified payments, plaintiffs brought suit for breach of
contract.

(R.

2) .

Thereafter,

1

defendants

answered

and

counterclaimed.

(R. 42-53).

On or about January 12, 1988, plaintiffs moved for summary
judgment on their complaint and upon defendants1 counterclaim.
(R. 123)• Plaintiffs supported their Motions for Summary Judgment
with Memoranda, Affidavits, and other documents, including a
recitation of the undisputed facts, and the law supporting the
plaintiffs1 Motions for Summary Judgment.

(R. 123).

Defendants

did not file any opposition to plaintiffs1 Motions for Summary
Judgment.

(R. 387) .

Defendants did not file a Request for

Continuance pursuant to Rule 56(f) of the Utah Rules of Civil
Procedure and did not file an objection to plaintiffs1 Request for
Ruling on plaintiffs1 Motions for Summary Judgment, which Request
for Ruling was filed by the plaintiffs with the District Court and
served upon defendants by mail on February 2, 1988.

(R. 239). On

February 8, 1988, Judge Ballif granted plaintiffs1 Motions for
Summary Judgment, and a copy of said Ruling was provided to
defendants1 counsel.

(R. 241).

Plaintiffs filed Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of
Law on or about the 24th day of February, 1988, and defendants were
served with a copy of the Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions
of Law on the 24th day of February, 1988.

(R. 322-332).

From the

time of the filing by the plaintiffs of their Motions for Summary
Judgment on the 12th day of January, 1988, the defendants took no
action to oppose the Summary Judgment Motions.

However, on the

29th day of February, 1988, the defendants filed with the District
Court an Objection to Findings of Facts, Conclusions of Law and
2

Decree, objecting to the proposed Findings of Fact, Conclusions of
Law, Order and Judgment which had been prepared and submitted by
plaintiffs to the Court pursuant to the Ruling of the Court
granting plaintiffs1 Motions for Summary Judgment,

(R. 312).

Defendants asserted that the district court Judge should have
meticulously

searched

and reviewed

all of the pleadings

and

depositions to determine the possible existence of contested issues
of material fact even though the defendants had filed no opposition
to the Summary Judgment Motions.

(R. 312). The Objections were

overruled and the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order
& Judgment which had been submitted by the plaintiffs were signed
by the district court and the Judgment was entered on the 23rd day
of March, 1988.

(R. 333-335).

Defendants thereafter filed a

Motion to Reverse and/or Set Aside Judgment, which was denied on
June 30, 1988.

(R. 334-347, 359-360).

Defendants appeal the

denial by the Court of their Motion to Reverse and/or Set Aside
Judgment.

(R. 400-406).
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

POINT I.

The district court properly denied defendants1

Motion to Reverse And/Or Set Aside.

Defendants' Motion was

allegedly based upon Utah R. Civ. P. 59. Under Utah R. Civ. P. 59,
a

judgment

will

be

amended

only

under

certain

conditions.

Defendants alleged irregularity in the proceedings of the court,
abuse of discretion

and

error

in law.

Each

claim made by

defendants is unsubstantiated by the facts and the law.

3

In

actuality, the district court conducted the proceedings with strict
conformity to the law and all applicable rules.

Additionally, no

evidence of abuse of discretion exists as the district court had
a reasonable basis to conclude that no genuine issues of material
fact existed and that plaintiffs were entitled to judgment as a
matter of law.
POINT II. Utah R. Civ. P. 60(b) cannot serve as the basis for
relief from judgment in this case.

There exist no facts in the

present case which show excusable neglect and the trial court did
not abuse its discretion in finding an absence of excusable neglect
or any other basis for relief under Utah R. Civ. P. 60(b).
POINT III. Under well-established Utah case law, issues not
presented to the district court are not reviewable on appeal.
Defendants1 initial argument, that the district court prematurely
granted

plaintiffs'

Motions

presented to the trial court.

for

Summary

Judgment

was

never

Even if defendants had presented

this argument to the trial court, relief vacating the summary
judgment could not be forthcoming as defendants do not qualify as
a resisting party.

Defendants filed no opposition to plaintiffs'

Motions for Summary Judgment as required by Rules of Practice
Dist. & Cir. Ct. 2.8(b) and Utah R. Civ. P. 56(e).

—

Furthermore,

defendants waived the permissive hearing on the Motions for Summary
Judgment by failing to timely request a hearing.
POINT IV.

The district court properly granted plaintiffs'

Motions for Summary Judgment.

When a motion for summary judgment

is properly made and supported, the non-moving party must respond,
4

setting forth specific facts.

By failing to respond, the non-

moving party assumes the risk that the district court will conclude
that no issue of material fact exists.
Summary Judgment were uncontested.
any response in opposition.

Plaintiffs1

Motions

for

Defendants neglected to file

The court properly concluded that no

issues of material fact existed and that, under applicable law,
plaintiffs were entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Thus, the
district court correctly granted plaintiffs1 Motions for Summary
Judgment.
Finally, justice and respect for judicial proceedings would
be cast aside if plaintiffs' Motions for Summary Judgment were set
aside because defendants inexcusably neglected to respond to the
Motions for Summary Judgment. Plaintiffs have faithfully complied
with all laws and rules established for the orderly disposition of
legal matters.

On the other hand, defendants have Willfully

refused to comply with the express provisions of Rules of Practice
—

Dist. & Cir. Ct. 2.8 by failing to oppose the Summary Judgment

Motions.

Plaintiffs have been subjected to needlessly prolonged

litigation due to defendants' unexcusable neglect. To overturn the
district court, which has properly applied the law, would unjustly
prejudice plaintiffs.

5

ARGUMENT
I.

THE DISTRICT COURT DID NOT ABUSE ITS DISCRETION IN DENYING
DEFENDANTS1 MOTION TO REVERSE AND/OR SET ASIDE PURSUANT TO
UTAH R. CIV. P. 59 AFTER DEFENDANTS FAILED TO SHOW ANY
IRREGULARITY IN THE PROCEDURE OF THE COURT, ABUSE OF
DISCRETION OR ERROR IN LAW.
Defendants' Motion to Reverse and/or Set Aside (Utah R. Civ.

P. 59) contains three allegations for reversing or setting aside
judgment.

First, defendants allege that an irregularity in the

proceedings of the court occurred.

Second, defendants allege that

the court abused its discretion.

And finally, defendants allege

that the district court made an error in law.

(R. 339-347) . None

of these allegations are supported by the facts or by applicable
law.
This Court stated the standard of review for an appeal based
upon Utah R. Civ. P. 59 as follows:
This Court has recognized that "[t]he trial judge has broad
latitude in granting or denying a motion for a new trial, and
will not be overturned on appeal absent an abuse of
discretion." Nelson v. Truiillo, 657 P. 2d 730, 731 (Utah
1982); Amoss v. Bennion, 30 Utah 2d 312, 517 P.2d 1008 (1973).
The general rule concerning abuse of discretion is that "this
[C]ourt will presume that the discretion of the trial court
was properly exercised unless the record clearly shows the
contrary." Goddard v. Hickman, 685 P.2d 530, 543-45 (Utah
1984) (quoting State v. General Oil Co. , 22 Utah 2d 60, 62,
448 P.2d 718, 719 (1968)). [Emphasis added.]
Donohue v. Intermountain Health Care, Inc., 748 P.2d 1067, 1068
(Utah 1987).

Application of the above set forth standard to the

facts before the Court indicates that the district court did not
abuse its discretion.
The proceedings of the district court were conducted properly,
and in conformity with the law. An irregularity in the proceedings
6

of a court has been defined as either nonconformance to a rule or
a law, or failure to follow the requirements of the law.

Forsmark

v. State, 349 N.W.2d 763 (Iowa 1984); Fisher v. Mahler, 407 S.W.2d
590 (Mo. Ct. App. 1966); Lanae v. Cusev. 379 N.W.2d 775 (N.D.
1985); DeRvt v. DeRvt, 6 Ohio St. 2d 31, 215 N.E.2d 698 (1966).
The only irregularity alleged by defendants is that the trial
court granted plaintiffs1 Motions for Summary Judgment without sua
sponte examining all of the depositions and other discovery already
completed in the case after defendants neglected or forgot to
oppose the Motions for Summary Judgment.

(R. 301-309).

the court is not required to meticulously

However,

examine voluminous

discovery, pleadings and depositions on file whenever a party fails
to oppose a summary judgment motion.

This is the responsibility

of the opposing party.
Rules of Practice —
as follows:

Dist. & Cir. Ct. 2.8(e) states in part

"All material facts set forth in the statement of the

movant shall be deemed admitted for the purpose of summary judgment
unless specifically controverted by the statement of the opposing
party."

[Emphasis added].

Defendants1 position is that the above

set forth Rule of Practice may be totally ignored.
Defendants1 position would eviscerate Rules of Practice

—

Dist. & Cir. Ct. 2.8, and allow a party to totally ignore his case
until after judgment is entered aginst him and then be allowed to
reopen a case pursuant to Utah R. Civ. P. 59.
All of the facts which were found to exist by the court
pursuant to its findings of fact were deemed admitted by the
7

defendants as a result of their failure to oppose plaintiffs1
Motions for Summary Judgment. Additionally, all of the facts were
specifically supported by reference to the court record or by
reference to affidavits filed by the plaintiffs in support of their
Motions for Summary Judgment.

The defendants therefore admitted

all of the facts as set forth in plaintiffs1 Memoranda in Support
of Motions for Summary Judgment and said admitted facts are also
established by affidavit.
The district court correctly conformed to all rules and laws
in reaching its decision to grant plaintiffs1 Motions for Summary
Judgment.

According to Utah R. Civ. P. 56, summary judgment may

be granted (a) where no genuine issues as to material fact exist;
and (b) if, under applicable law, the moving party is entitled to
relief.

Olwell v. Clark, 658 P.2d 585, 586 (Utah 1982); Utah R.

Civ. P. 56(c).

Defendants cite Mountain States Telephone Co. v.

Atkin. Wright & Miles, 681 P.2d 1258 (Utah 1984), as alleged excuse
for their

failure to oppose plaintiffs' Motions

for Summary

Judgment.

But Mountain States Telephone Co. does not provide

defendants with an excuse to neglect legal matters with impunity.
Rather, Mountain States Telephone Co. stands for the proposition
that an Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment need not always
be accompanied by affidavits.

For example, an Opposition to a

Motion

may

for

Summary

Judgment

only

refer

to

deposition

transcripts or other admissible evidence already on file. Mountain
States Telephone Co. does not address the issue of a responding
party's complete failure to oppose a Motion for Summary Judgment.
8

By failing to raise issues of material fact either by affidavits
or by other evidentiary materials, responding party risks that the
trial court will conclude the absence of genuine issues of material
fact.

Frisbee v. K & K Construction Co.,

676 P.2d 287, 289-90.

The trial court is justified in concluding that no genuine issue
of material fact exists when properly supported motions for summary
judgment are not opposed.
The trial court correctly followed the procedure as set forth
by Utah R. Civ. P. 56 and applicable case law.

No evidentiary

material,

or

affidavits, references

to

discovery

even

stark

allegations were filed by defendants in opposition to the summary
judgment motions. In fact, defendants neglected to file any reply.
(R. 333). The district court was justified in concluding that no
genuine issue of material fact existed.

The district court then

applied the applicable law and determined that plaintiffs were
entitled to judgment as a matter of law.
The district court followed the established procedure in
dealing with motions for summary judgment. The court rendered its
decision only after defendants failed to allege genuine issues of
material fact by opposing plaintiffs' Motions for Summary Judgment.
Furthermore, the court granted the Motions for Summary Judgment
only after it examined applicable law.

Defendants have failed to

allege any unreasonable, arbitrary or unconscionable attitude of
the court.
Finally, defendants1

allegation of error in law is also

unsupported by the evidence. A Motion for Summary Judgment may be
9

granted (a) where no genuine issues as to material fact exist; and
(b) if, under applicable law, the moving party is entitled to
relief. Olwell v. Clark, 658 P. 2d at 586 (Utah 1982) ; Utah R. Civ.
P. 56(c).

As describe above, this is the procedure the district

court followed in this matter.
Therefore, the evidence shows that the trial court did not
abuse its discretion in denying defendants1 Motion to Reverse
and/or

Set

Aside.

Abuse

of

discretion

is

defined

as

an

unreasonable, arbitrary or unconscionable attitude of the court.
People v. Poole, 7 Mich. App. 237, 151 N.W.2d 365 (1967); Lanae v.
Cusey. 379 N.W.2d 775 (N.D. 1985); Davis v. Nairn, 120 Ohio App.
421, 203 N.E.2d 252 (1963).
unreasonable,

arbitrary

or

The district court did not act in an
unconscionable

manner

in

denying

defendants1 Motion to Reverse and/or Set Aside Judgment.
II.

DEFENDANTS1 CARELESSNESS IS AN INSUFFICIENT BASIS FOR RELIEF
UNDER UTAH R. CIV. P. 60(b).
In reviewing and determining the issue of whether the district

court erred when it refused to reverse or set aside the Summary
Judgment entered by
discretion.

it, the standard

of review

is abuse of

With regard to an appeal following a denial of a

motion to set aside judgment pursuant to Utah R. Civ. P. 60(b),
this Court stated as follows:
A trial court has discretion in determining whether a movant
has shown "mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or excusable
neglect,: and this Court will reverse the trial court's ruling
only when there has been an abuse of discretion.
Larsen v. Collina, 684 P.2d 52, 54 (Utah 1984).
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A motion for relief pursuant to Utah R. Civ. P. 60(b) can only
be

granted

upon

a

showing

of

three

criteria.

application for relief must be timely filed.

First, the

Second, the party

must show that judgment was entered against them through any reason
specified in subdivision (b). And third, the party must set forth
its meritorious defense.
1983).

A meritorious

State v. Musselman, 667 P.2d 1053 (Utah
defense

is a defense

set

forth with

specificly detailed facts, which, if proven, would have resulted
in a judgment different from the judgment entered.
P. 2d at 1057.
order.

Musselman, 667

Furthermore, the tests must be met in sequential

Thus, it is inappropriate to consider the third criteria,

that of an alleged meritorious defense, until the first two
criteria are satisfied.

Musselman, 667 P.2d at 1056.

This Court has stated that the press of personal or business
affairs does not constitute excusable neglect.
Houghton, 661 P.2d

959

(Utah 1983).

Valley Leasing v.

Additionally, counsel's

failure to communicate with his client cannot be the basis of the
relief sought under Utah R. Civ. P. 60(b).
Swapp, 656 P.2d 429 (Utah 1982).

Gardiner Builders v.

An attorney's neglect is also

an insufficient basis for this relief.

Id.

Even illness, unless

so incapacitated that the party could not make a phone call to
protect his rights, does not constitute mistake, inadvertence,
surprise, or excusable neglect.

Warren v. Dixon Ranch Co. , 123

Utah 416, 260 P.2d 742 (Utah 1953). Furthermore, neither ignorance
nor

carelessness

provides

the

necessary

grounds

for relief.

Ellinasworth v. Chrysler, 665 F.2d 180, 184 (7th Cir. 1981).
11

Defendants have not shown, nor are they able to show, any
evidence sufficient to prove mistake, inadvertence, surprise,
excusable neglect, Utah R. Civ. P. 60(b)(1), or any other reason
to justify relief, Utah R. Civ. P. 69(b)(7).
the following allegations:

Defendants have made

That counsel had excessive amounts of

legal work; that counsel had been involved in a personal lawsuit;
that the deadlines for the response to the Motions for Summary
Judgment were not posted by counsel's office; and that counsel had
difficulty

contacting

one of the defendants.

(R. 349-350).

However, as the cases cited above indicate, carelessness and
forgetfulness are not sufficient basis for relief under Utah R.
Civ. P. 60(b)(1).
It is significant to note that the defendants do not assert
that they did not receive plaintiffs1 Motions for Summary Judgment,
plaintiffs' Memoranda in Support of Motions for Summary Judgment,
plaintiffs' Request for Ruling on Plaintiffs' Motions for Summary
Judgment, or the Ruling of the Court granting plaintiffs' Motions
for Summary Judgment.

Defendants therefore had numerous notices

of the pending motions and voluntarily elected to ignore them.
Defendants also failed to file any Request for Continuance or
Extension of Time at any point in this proceeding but have, after
the fact, determined to attack the judgment granted by the court.
In the present case the defendants were fully aware of the
pending litigation, had appeared at depositions, were represented
by counsel, and had full knowledge of the necessity to comply with
court rules and respond to motions.
12

The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals in the case of Chrysler
Credit Corp. v. Macino, 710 F.2d

363, 367

(7th Cir. 1983),

addressed the issue of setting aside a judgment under Rule 60(b)
of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, as follows:
Mindful that the federal rules do not favor
delay, we believe that the failure to file an
answer for over two months after it was due,
despite the fact that the district court
granted the extension of time requested, is
strong evidence that the litigation was not
handled with due diligence. We do not believe
Dozoryst's illness made it impossible to file
an answer before the extension of time had
expired. Maier, the other attorney of record
from Dozoryst's firm who handled the motion
for extension of time, certainly could have
filed an answer to the simple complaint. Any
defects in that answer could have been cured
by amendment after Dozoryst recovered and had
an opportunity to confer with referring
counsel. Under the circumstances, counself s
failure to efficiently handle his docket
constitutes willfulness. (Emphasis added.)
As applied to the facts of the present ca'se, defendants in
this case had more than sufficient opportunity to respond to the
Motions for Summary Judgment and a replacement counsel could have
been obtained.

Failure to do so constitutes willfulness, not

inadvertence or excusable neglect.
The

Seventh

Circuit

Court

of

Appeals

in

the

case

of

Ellinasworth v. Chrysler, 665 F.2d at 184 (7th Cir. 1981) addressed
the issue of a Rule 60(b) motion as follows:
In order to qualify for relief from a judgment
under Rule 60(b)(1), the defendants must
demonstrate that the default judgment resulted
from mistake, inadvertence, surprise or
excusable neglect and that they have a
meritorious defense. Jd. "Neither ignorance
nor carelessness on the part of a litigant or
his attorney provide grounds for relief under
13

Rule 60(b)(1)" Id.; Bershad v. McDonough, 469
F.2d 1333, 1337 (7th Cir. 1972).
Plaintiffs therefore assert that the Court did not abuse its
discretion

in

inadvertance

finding that the defendants

or excusable neglect.

did not

establish

The crux of defendants1

argument to the district court was that the judgment should be set
aside because the defendants did not take time or have concerns
sufficient to respond to plaintiffs1 Motions for Summary Judgment.
Plaintiffs

should

not

be penalized

by

defendants1

voluntary

inactions.
Defendants have also alleged that relief should be forthcoming
for any other reason justifying relief.

See Utah R. Civ, P.

60(b)(7). This position, as well, is untenable. Defendants1 brief
appears to make two general allegations in this context.
that counsel's busy schedule justifies relief.

First,

And second, that

Rules of Practice—Dist. & Cir. Ct. 2.8 "bewildered" counsel for
defendants.
ignorance

Brief for Appellants at 22.

nor

Ellinasworth

carelessness

v.

provides

Chrysler, 665

F.2d

the
at

To reiterate, neither
grounds
184

for relief.

(7th Cir.

1981).

Additionally, confusion of defense counsel is the same argument as
the mistake, inadvertence, surprise or excusable neglect of Utah
R. Civ. P. 60(b)(1).

But if this argument is insufficient for

subsection (1), it is insufficient for subsection (7).
Defendants put emphasis on two cases, Katz v. Pierce, 732 P. 2d
92 (Utah 1987), and Sperrv v. Smith, 694 P.2d 581 (Utah 1984).
this emphasis is not justified.
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But

Katz involved a defendant who

failed to file an Answer to a Complaint.

Default was entered

against the defendant. This Court upheld the trial court's denial
of relief under Utah R. Civ. P.60(b).

This Court additionally

stated that the trial court will not be reversed on these matters
absent clear abuse of discretion.

Katz, 732 P.2d at 93.

And

although some basis may exist to set aside a default judgment, this
does not automatically indicate an abuse of discretion. Id. There
has been no abuse of discretion in this case. Summary judgment was
entered after the district court satisfied itself that no genuine
issues of material fact existed and that plaintiffs were entitled
to judgment as a matter of law.

(R. 241, 322-329).

The Sperry case likewise gives no support for defendants. In
Sperry, the court did not follow Rules of Practice —

Dist. & Cir.

Ct. 2.8 and thus a summary judgment was set aside. However, in the
case at bar, it was defendants, not the court, who failed to follow
Utah R. Civ. P. 56(e) and Rules of Practice —
2.8.
III.

Dist. & Cir. Ct.

Thus, no relief should be granted.
THE DISTRICT COURT'S RULING ON THE MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT WITHIN TEN DAYS OF THE SUBMISSION FUR RULING
DOES NOT AFFECT THE ORDER GRANTING SUMMARY JUDGMENT.
A.

Defendant May Not Raise An Issue On Appeal That Was
Not Presented To The Trial Court.

An issue not raised at the trial level cannot be raised on
appeal.

Trayner v. Cushinq, 688 P.2d 856, 857 (Utah 1984); Utah

County v. Brown, 672 P.2d 83, 85 (Utah 1983); Shayne v. Stanley &
Sons, Inc. , 605 P.2d 775, 776 (Utah 1980).

Even issues raised for

the first time in post-judgment motions are generally too late to
15

be reviewed on appeal. Franklin Financial v. New Empire Dev. Co.,
659 P.2d 1040, 1044 (Utah 1983).

As this Court declared in Brown.

this rule is designed to permit the trial court to correct any
possible error.

If a party fails to raise an issue at the trial

level, it has waived the right to assert the issue on appeal.
Brown, 672 P.2d at 85.

Furthermore, the burden is on the party

seeking appeal of an issue to make certain that the record
adequately preserves the issue for appeal.

Busch Corp. v. State

Farm Fire & Casualty Co., 743 P.2d 1217, 1219 (Utah 1987).

Unless

the record clearly shows that the issue was timely presented to the
trial court, the issue is not reviewable.

Id.

At no time did defendants present to the trial court the issue
of a possible premature ruling on the Motions for Summary Judgment.
See Brief for Appellants at 2-4. The court record is devoid of any
indication of this issue.

Not even in any of defendants1 post-

judgment motions was this issue raised.

Since defendants failed

to raise the issue to the trial court, it cannot be raised on
appeal.
B.

Defendants1 Failure To File And Serve A Statement Of
Answering Points And Authorities Under Rule 2.8(b)
Prohibits The Defendants From Requesting A Hearing As A
"Resisting Party" Under Rule 2.8(g).

Rules of Practice —

Dist. & Cir. Ct. 2.8(b) states that a

"responding party shall file and serve upon all parties within ten
(10) days after service of the motion, a statement of answering
points and authorities."
2.8(b).

Rules of Practice —

Dist. & Cir. Ct.

Plaintiffs moved for summary judgment on January 12, 1988.

16

(R. 124).

However, defendants neglected to file and serve the

mandatory statement of answering points and authorities within ten
days as required by Rules of Practice —

Dist. & Cir. Ct. 2.8(b).

(R. 333).
Rule 2.8(g) of the Rules states that when the granting of a
motion will dispose of the case, or any issues in it, on the merits
with prejudice "the party resisting the motion may request a
hearing." Rules of Practice —
added).

Dist. & Cir. Ct. 2.8(g) (emphasis

Defendants, as the potential "responding party" under

Rules of Practice —

Dist. & Cir. Ct. 2.8(b), failed to properly

resist plaintiffs' motions for summary judgment by filing the
mandatory answering points and authorities.

Therefore, they are

not a "party resisting the motion" under Rules of Practice — Dist.
& Cir. Ct. Rule 2.8(g) and cannot invoke the Rules of Practice

—

Dist. & Cir. Ct. 2.8(g) discretionary hearing provision.
Rule 2.8(g) of the Rules of Practice further states that if
a request for a hearing is not made "within ten (10) days of notice
to submit for decision, a hearing on the motion shall be deemed
waived."

Rules of Practice —

Dist. & Cir. Ct. 2.8(g).

Notice of

plaintiffs' request for ruling was served on the defendants on
February 3, 1988 and the district court granted plaintiffs1 motions
for summary judgment on February 8, 1988.

(R. 241). The district

court could rule on plaintiffs' motions prior to the expiration of
the ten day period (or thirteen day period if Utah Rule of Civil
Procedure 6(e) applies) because, as stated previously, defendants
were not a "resisting party" which could invoke the Rules of
17
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IV.

THE DISTRICT COURT PROPERLY GRANTED PLAINTIFFS1 MOTIONS FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AFTER DEFENDANTS FAILED TO FILE ANY RESPONSE
IN OPPOSITION SETTING FORTH SPECIFIC ISSUES OF FACT AND WHERE,
UNDER APPLICABLE LAW, PLAINTIFFS WERE ENTITLED TO JUDGMENT AS
A MATTER OF LAW,
Upon receiving service of a Motion for Summary Judgment, a

responding party must file a response. Rules of Practice — Dist.
& Cir. Ct. 2.8(b).

Although the responding party is not required

to file affidavits in oppositon raising factual issues, if the
responding party fails to file evidentiary materials or affidavits
raising factual issues, and fails to oppose the motions in any
manner, it risks that the trial court will conclude that no genuine
issue as to any material fact exists.
90 (Utah 1984); Rules of Practice —

Frisbee, 676 P.2d at, 289-

Dist. & Cir. Ct. 2.8(e).

Not only did defendants fail to file evidentiary materials or
affidavits raising factual issues, they completely failed to make
any response whatsoever.

By failing to respond, defendants risked

that the district court would conclude that no factual issues
existed. Frisbee, 676 P.2d at 389-90; Franklin Financial, 659 P. 2d
at 1044;

Olwell, 658 P. 2d at 586.

court's conclusion.

This is indeed the district

(R. 241). Since no response was forthcoming,

the trial court could only examine the plaintiffs1 affidavits to
determine

if

a

factual

issue

existed.

As

the

affidavits

independently established all of the undisputed facts and did not
affirmatively disclose the existence of a genuine issue of material
fact, the court correctly concluded that no factual issues existed.
See Franklin Financial, 659 P.2d at 1044.
But even had defendants responded to plaintiffs1 Motions for
19
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i

'"

ut

this argument fails miserably.

First, Utah R. Civ. P. 56(e)

requires a response to a properly supported motion for summary
judgment setting forth alleged issues of fact. See Gadd v. Olsen,
685 P.2d 1041 (Utah 1984); Thornock v. Cook, 604 P.2d 934 (Utah
1979); Freed Financial Co. v. Staker Motor Co. , 537 P.2d 1039 (Utah
1975). Second, the Rules of Practice require the responding party
to file an opposition..

Failure to do so will result in the

statements being deemed admitted.
Cir. Ct. 2.8(e).

Rules of Practice —

Dist. &

Furthermore, it is an untenable position to

require the court to sift through not only all of the pleadings on
file, but also all of the discovery, anytime a responding party
neglects to file an Opposition to a Motion for Summary Judgment.
Plaintiffs' unconstested Motions for Summary Judgment supplied the
basis for the trial court's conclusion that no genuine issue as to
any material fact existed. Applying the applicable law, the court
concluded that plaintiffs were entitled to judgment as a matter of
law.

Because the criteria for granting a Motion for Summary

Judgment under Utah R. Civ. P. 56(c) were satisfied, the district
court correctly granted plaintiffs' Motions for Summary Judgment.
Plaintiffs should not be penalized for the voluntary inaction
of the defendants in failing to take any action to oppose the
properly filed and properly supported Motions for Summary Judgment
filed by plaintiffs.

The trial court does not have the burden of

representing defendants. The trial court could not function if it
had the burden of reviewing voluminous court files to determine the
possible existence of a contested issue of fact hidden away in a
21

deposition.
& I'II

iI
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D:i st:

The tri al court acted

properly.
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APPENDIX "A"
RULE 2.8 MOTIONS
(a) All motions, except uncontested or ex-parte matters,
shall be accompanied by a brief statement of points and
authorities and any affidavits relied upon in support
thereof. Points and authorities supporting or opposing
a motion for summary judgment shall not exceed five (5)
pages in length exclusive of the statement of material
facts as hereinafter provided.
(b) The responding party shall file and serve upon all
parties within ten (10) days after service of the motion,
a statement of answering points and authorities and
counter-affidavits.
(c) The moving party may serve and file reply points and
authorities within five (5) days after service of
responding party's points and authorities.
Upon the
expiration of such five (5) day period to file reply
points and authorities, either party may notify the clerk
to submit the matter for decision.
(d) The points and authorities in support of a motion
for summary judgment shall begin with a section that
contains a concise statement of material facts as to
which movant contends no genuine issue exists. The facts
shall be stated in separate numbered sentences and shall
refer with particularity to those portions of the record
upon which movant relies.
(e) The points and authorities in opposition to a motion
for summary judgment shall being with a section that
contains a concise statement of material facts as to
which the party contends a genuine issue exists. Each
fact in dispute shall be stated in separate numbered
sentences and shall refer with particularity to those
portions of the record upon which the opposing party
relies, and, if applicable, shall state the numbered
sentence or sentences of the movant's facts that are
disputed. All material facts set forth in the statement
of the movant shall be deemed admitted for the purpose
of summary judgment unless specifically controverted by
the statement of the opposing party.
(f) Decision shall be rendered without a hearing unless
requested by the court, in which event the clerk shall
set a date and time for such hearing.

A-l

^gj I n aY± c a s e s where the granting of a motion would
dispose of the action of any issues thereof on the merits
with prejudice, the party resisting the motion may
request a hearing and such request shall be granted
unless the motion is summarily denied.
If no such
request is made within ten (10) days of Notice to Submit
for decision, a hearing on the motion shall be deemed
waived.
(h) Provided, however, that any district court and any
circuit court by order of the judge or judges of the
court may exclude that court from the operation of this
Rule 2.8 in which case an alternative procedure shall be
prescribed by written administrative order or rule.

APPENDIX MB"

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
*******

ARMAND D. JOHANSEN, et al.,
Plaintiffs,

)

Case Number

CV 87 31

)

vs.

)

RANDALL MEHEW, et al.,

)

Defendants.

RULING

)
********

The plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment was filed
with the court on the 12th day of January, 1988, together with
supporting memorandum, affidavits and other documents, including
a recitation of the undisputed facts, and the law supporting the
plaintiffs' motion.

The defendant did not respond to the motion

in a timely manner as required by Rule 2.8, and on February 8,
the court entered a ruling granting plaintiffs' motion.
of same having

been transmitted

plaintiff and defendant.

by mail to counsel

Copies

for both

On February 29, the defendants' counsel

caused to be filed with the clerk of this court an objection to
findings of fact, conclusions of law and decree which had been
prepared by counsel for the plaintiff pursuant to the ruling.

A

memorandum in support of the objection filed contemporaneous with
the objection attacks the validity of the court's ruling since it
appears that the findings of fact, conclusions of law and decree
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overrules the objections and directs that the Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law and Decree signed herein on March 16, 1988, be
entered this date.

J

DATED at Provo, Utah, this i (
JSL^**-"

day of March, 1988.

^T

GEORGE £. BALLIF, JUD£E
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
UTAH '"MI'IMTY , ''TATK OF UTAH
* *" * * k * * * k

)

A R M A N D D. JOHANSEN, JOHN R.
T H A C K E R A Y , and DONALD W.
M a c K E N Z I E , d/b/a JOHANSEN,
T H A C K E R A Y , MacKENZIE
P R O P E R T I E S , and JOHANSEN,
T H A C K E R A Y and MacKENZIE
P R O P E R T I E S , LTD., a Utah
r.
L i wit e d P a r t n e r s h I D ,
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Cas*
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RULING
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Plaintiffs f
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RANDALL MEHEW I I< TIN EHMAN
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which has been prepared by plaintiffs1 counsel pursuant to the
ruling on the motions for summary judgment*
On March 16, 1988, the court signed the Findings of
Fact, Conclusions of Law, Order and Judgment, and on March 21,
the court overruled defendants' objection to the Findings of
Fact, Conclusions of Law, Order and Judgment. In this ruling, the
court directed that the Findings of Facts, Conclusions of Law,
Order and Judgment be entered.
On March 31, more than a month after granting summary
judgment, defendants' counsel filed motions to reverse and/or set
aside judgment, and to set aside summary judgment.
Plaintiffs oppose the motions and have filed memoranda
in respond to the motions. In addition, plaintiffs also filed a
Motion to Strike paragraph three of the affidavit of the
defendants1 counsel on the ground that this paragraph contains
hearsay information.
Plaintiffs have requested the court to rule on their
motion to strike and on defendants' motions to set aside

and/or

reverse judgment. The court's ruling is made pursuant to this
request.
Defendants' motion to reverse judgment is based on the
grounds set forth in Rule 59(a)(1), irregularity in the court's
proceedings, and Rule 59(a)(7), error in law, of the Rules of
Civil Procedure. The essence of their argument is this. In
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681 P . 2d 1258 (Uta\ 1 1984 ) .

11 i s d e f e n d a n t s f p o s i t i o n t h a t t h e f 1 n d i n g s o f f act
and c o n c l u s i o n s of ] aw clearly show that material issues of fact

were raised by the pleadings and the answer to discovery. Hence
the motions should have been denied. Furthermore, in order for
the court to make the findings of facts, it had to weigh the
evidence and assess the creditability thereof to enter such
findings of fact that it did. The weighing of evidence is
impermissible on summary judgment. Atkinf at 1261. Therefore the
granting of the summary judgment pursuant to rule 2.8 and the
weighing of the evidence abrogated case law. Therefore, the
judgment should be reversed.
It appears that defendants1 argument is not well
founded. The court's ruling does not abrogate case law or the
rules of procedure. First, Rule 52(a) does not prohibit the entry
of a findings of fact and conclusions of law. The rule simply
states that it is "not necessary". Second, the court did not
weigh or assess the creditability of the evidence when it made
its findings of fact and conclusions of law. The court simply
granted summary judgment in accordance with rule 2.8 (e) which
states that "all material facts set forth in the statement of the
movant shall be deemed admitted for the purpose of summary
judgment unless specifically controverted by the statement of the
opposing party." Third, defendants' reliance on Atkin is
misplaced. Atkin did not address the situation, as in this case,
where the opposing party completely failed to response to a
motion for summary judgment. Therefore, the motion to reverse is
not well taken and is hereby denied.
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with defendant frank K. Stuart'.
Whet he r '" nps*:i t"a::t s . M is L i '.. u < e !, nadvertence *nd
excusable neglect is not certain. In the Utah case of Valiev
Leasing v. Houghton, 661 P. 2d ' ^

"Mah

MP

"

'h

.'urt

indicated "Mia I fiier •»• inconvenience or the press of personal
affairs does nor constitute excusable neglect under Rule hilil,<
Furthermore, in Watien /
19b.

Jixun Rancn > J J . , L'tiO M .MM '""M.1 (Utah

he •'-o'jr^ seated that \ie carry mcv:rg for relief from

judgment must jse due diligence.

i

Here, it appears that counsel did not use due
diligence. He knew that motions for summary judgment were
pending. He did not request an extension of time to respond to
the motions, nor did he request a substitution of counsel. He
simply did nothing. PHs failure to. resoond was more than
inadvertence or excusable neglect. Having failed to show
inadvertence or excusable neglect, the motion to set aside
judgment ^s aJLso JPHif>r\^
With respect to the alleged difficulty in communicating
with defendant Stuart, that part of the affidavit is subject to a
motion to strike on ground that it is hearsay information.
The rule pertaining to affidavits requires only that
the affidavit be based on personal knowledge. Here, counsel did
not state how he came by the information contained in paragraph
three of the affidavit. However, it is reasonable to assume that
counsel had personal knowledge of the facts alleged in the
paragraph because of counsel's close relationship with his
client. Hence the motion to strike is likewise denied.
Nonetheless, the denial of the motion to strike will not affect
the outcome of the court's ruling on the motion to reverse and
the motion to set aside judgment.
Based on the foregoing analysis, the motion to reverse
and /or set aside judgment is hereby denied because defendants
have failed to show any irregularity in the court's proceedings

to merit reversing judgment pursuant to Rule 59 of the Rules of
Procedure.
The motion to set aside summary judgment is also denied
because defendants1 counsel has failed to show that his failure
to timely respond to the motions for summary judgment was due to
inadvertence or excusable neglect as required by rule 60(b) of
the Rules of Procedure. The motion to strike is likewise denied
because the information contained in paragraph three of the
affidavit was based on personal knowledge. However, denial of the
motion to strike does not affect the outcome of the court's
ruling relative to the motion to set aside and the motions to
reverse judgment.
DATED, in Provo, Utah this &

^ -^^y
IGE E^

day of June,1988.

^^>J^y

GEORGE S? BALLIF, JUDG.
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RAY M. HARDING, JR. -- 1363
DAVID H. SHAWCROFT -- 4248
HARDING & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
110 South Main Street
Pleasant Grove, UT 84062
Telephone: (801) 785-5350
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
ooOoo
ARMAND D. JOHANSEN, JOHN R.
THACKERAY, and DONALD W.
MacKENZIE, d/b/a JOHANSEN,
THACKERAY, MacKENZIE PROPERTIES
and JOHANSEN, THACKERAY,
MacKENZIE PROPERTIES, LTD.,
a Utah Limited Partnership,

--M E M O R A N D U M
OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Plaintiffs,
vs.
RAUDALL MEHEW, MARTIN EHMAN
and FRANK X. STUART,

Civil No: CV-87-51

Defendants.

Judge Ballif
ooOoo

COME NOW "he plaintiffs, by and through their attorney,
and submit the following Memorandum of Points and Authorities in
support of their Motion for Summary Judgment on the complaint.
UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS
1 . The defendants are residents of the State of Utah
and are doing business in Utah County, State of Utah.

(See the

Affidavit of John Thackeray, paragraph number 4 and defendants

Answer and Counterclaim page 4, paragraph 11.

See also the lease

agreement, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and
incorporated herein by this reference.)
2.

The plaintiffs, Armand D. Johansen, John R. Thackeray,

Donald W. MacKenzie, d/b/a Johansen, Thackeray, Mackenzie Properties, herein referred to as "JTM", entered into a three (3) year
lease agreement

with the defendants

on or about May 3, 1984,

whereby said defendants rented certain property known as Space
E-6, 2255 North University Parkway, Suite 37, located in the City
of Provo, County of Utah, State of Utah, from JTM.
Affidavit of John Thackeray, paragraph number 5.
Answer and

Counterclaim, page

4, paragraph

(See the

See defendants'

number

12 and the

Lease Agreement, Exhibit "A".)
3.

The defendants are also guarantors

Agreement, Exhibit

"A".

paragraph number 5.

of said Lease

(See the Affidavit of John Thackeray,

See defendants' Answer and Counterclaim page

4, paragraph number 4, and the Lease Agreement, Exhibit "A".)
4.

The plaintiff, Johansen, Thackeray, MacKenzie

Properties, Ltd., is a Utah limited partnership herein referred
to as "JTM, Ltd."

(See the Affidavit of John Thackeray, paragraph

number 7.)
5.

The Lease Agreement, Exhibit

from JTM, to JTM, Ltd.
paragraph number 8 0

,f

A" , has been assigned

(See the Affidavit of John Thackeray,

6.

1

As a rental payment for said property the defendants

2

agreed to pay the stun of 31,500.00, per month, plus

3

rent, consumer

price

adjustments,

4 ! charges, taxes, insurance

and

common

area

sign maintenance

percentage

expenses,
expenses.

5

the Affidavit of John Thackeray, paragraph number 9.

6

dants' Answer and Counterclaim, page 4, paragraph number

7

the Lease Agreement, Exhibit "A".)
7.

8

late
(See

See defen12 and

The defendants have failed to pay to the plaintiffs

9

rent, late fees, common area maintenance, consumer price adjustment

10

expenses, sign maintenance expenses and interest, all as required

11

pursuant to

12

follows:

the terms

of the Lease Agreement, Exhibit

"A", as

13
14

ITEM

AMOUNT

, RATE , DATE DUE

DAYS LATE

INTEREST r
I

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

September (85) Late Fee
October (85) Late Fee
November (85) Late Fee
December (85) Late Fee
January (86) Rent
January Late Fee
February (86) Rent
March (86) Rent
Aoril (86) Rent
May (86) Rent
June (86) Rent
June Late Fee
July (86) Rent
July Late Fee
August (86) Rent
August Late Fee

S 50.00
S 50.00

s
s
$

s

$
$

s

s

s
s
s
s
$

$

50.00
50.00
375.00
50.00
375.00
375.00
375.00
375.00
375.00
50.00
399.00
50.00
399.00
50.00

10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
]Q7o

10%
10%
10%

I

i
,
'
:

09-10-85
10-10-85
11-10-85
12-10-85
01-01-36
01-10-86
02-01-86
03-01-86
04-01-36
05-01-36
06-01-86

\

06-10-36

:
!
i

|

07-01-86
07-10-36
' 08-01-36
1
08-10-36
;

820
790
760
730
710
700
680
650
620
590
560
550
530
520
500
^90

i S

11.23

I s 10.82
I s 10.-O
! s10.00
I 3 72.93
s

!
!

s

! 3
! 3
I 5

! S
!

s

3
s
,3
'""'
S
i

9.59
69.34
66.76
63.68
50.60
57.52
7.53
57.92
7.12
54.64
6.71
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8.

The defendants

owe

to

the plaintiffs

the sum of

$19,305.99 as of December 15, 1987, for delinquent rent, late
charges, consumer price index adjustment payments, common area
maintenance expenses, taxes, insurance, interest, and sign maintenance fees, plus accruing interest at the rate of $5.29 per diem,
from December 15, 1987, until paid.

(See the Affidavit of John

Thackeray, paragraph number 11.)
9.
about the

The defendants vacated the subject premises

5th day of December,

thereof to the plaintiffs.

1986, and

returned

on or

possession

(See the Affidavit of John Thackeray,

paragraph number 12.)
10.

The plaintiffs provided the defendants with a written

Notice of Termination, providing notice to defendants of plaintiffs1 decision to terminate the parties' Lease Agreement and to
proceed under

Subparagraph

(b) of Section

25 of the parties'

Lease Agreement attached hereto as Exhibit "A", and to recover all
damages resulting from defendants' breach of the Lease Agreement
as provided in Section 25. A copy of said Notice of Termination
is attached to the Complaint as Exhibit "3" and made a part hereof
by reference

thereto.

(See

the Affidavit

of

John Thackeray,

paragraph number 13. See also Defendants' Answer and Counterclaim
page 5, paragraph 16.)
11 . The reasonable rental value of the leased premises
is in the sum of $1,524.00, per month, plus consumer price index

a-1 ustments and all additional fees as sec forth in the Lease
Agreement.

(See

the

Affidavit

of

John

Thackeray,

paragraph

number 14.)
12.

Pursuant

Exhibit "A", plaintiffs

to

the

terms

are entitled

of

the Lease Agreement,

to

judgment against the

defendants for unpaid rental payments, late charges, common area
maintenance fees,

consumer

price

index

adjustments

and

sign

maintenance fees, as set forth above, plus interest thereon at
the rate of ten percent (10%) per annum from the date of delinquency
until paid.
number 15.

(See

the Affidavit

of

John Thackeray, paragraph

See also the Lease Agreement, Section 4 E. -• Late

Charges, and Section 25. -- Default.
13.

The lease term expired on June 30, 1987.

(See the

Affidavit of John Thackeray, paragraph 16 and the Lease Agreement,
Exhibit "A".)
14.

Pursuant to the terms of the Lease Agreement of the

parties, Exhibit "A", plaintiffs are entitled to judgment against
the defendants for the plaintiffs reasonable attorney's fees incurred herein in the amount of $2,410.00, as of the 10th day of
December, 1987, plus such additional attorney's fees as will be
established by subsequent affidavit filed with the court.

(See

the Affidavit of John Thackeray, paragraph 17, the Affidavit of
David H. Shawcroft and the Lease Agreement, Exhibit "A", Section
25 -- Default.)

1

15«

2 ' of possession
3

nature.

4 , 18 and
5

!

5

The defendants no longer have any interest or right
of the

subject

leasehold

premises, of whatever

(See the Affidavit of John Thackeray, paragraph number
see also defendants' Answer

and

Counterclaim, page 5,

paragraph 17.)
16. The default amount, as set forth above, includes

7

the reduced monthly

rental

for the period

3

through December

9

letter dated March 21, 1985 from Donald W. MacKenzie to Mr. Frank

31, 1985, as described

from April 1, 1985

and

set forth

on the

10 J Stuart, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "3" and
H

J incorporated herein

by this

reference.

(See the Affidavit of

12 ' John Thackeray, paragraph 19.)
13 1

APPLICABLE LAW AND ARGUMENT

14 j

PLAINTIFFS ARE ENTITLED TO SUMMARY
JUDGMENT AGAINST THE DEFENDANTS
BASED UPON RULE 5 6 OF THE UTAH
RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE.

15 I
16
17
18
19

The plaintiffs are entitled to summary judgment against
the defendants Randall Mehew, Martin Ehman and Frank X. Stuart,
based upon Rule 56 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure which
states in applicable part as follows:

20 ,
21 ||
22 j
23 I
24 '!

(c) . . . The judgment sougnt shall be
rendered forthwith if the pleadings,
depositions, answers to interrogatories,
and admissions on file, together with
the affidavits, if any, show that there
is no genuine issue as to any material
fact and that the moving party is entitiled to a judgment as a matter of law.
D-7

The lack of a genuine issue as to any material fact in
the present action is evidenced

by the facts admitted

defendants in their Answer and Counterclaim

by the

filed herein, the

facts established by the Affidavit of John Thackeray and by the
additional facts which are established and set forth in the Lease
Agreement, Exhibit

,f

A".

It is not disputed

that each of the three defendants

signed the Lease Agreement, Exhibit "A", and are therefore bound
by the provisions of the lease agreement*
amount of default,
Thackeray.

are established

The plaintiffs

The default, and the

by the Affidavit

are therefore

entitled

of

John

to judgment

against the defendants, jointly and severally, for the default
amount in the sum of $19,305.99, attorney1s fees in the amount of
$2,410.00, plus accruing interest at the rate of S5.29 per diem
from the

15th day

of December, 1987, until paid, plus costs.

Therefore the plaintiffs respectfully request the court to grant
their Motion for Summarv Judgment on the plaintiffs' Complaint.
DATED this

day of January, 1988.
HARDING & ASSOCIATES, P.C.

D-8

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that I mailed a ture and correct copy
of the foregoing, MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT
OF PLAINTIFFS*

MOTION

FOR

SUMMARY

thereon by first-class U.S. mail this

JUDGMENT,
\ j*^

postage

prepaid

day of January, 1988

to the following:
Byron L. Stubbs
Attorney at Law
530 East Fifth South
Salt Lake City, UT 84102

•x i . ^ a ^ n .

SECRETARY

D-9

1
2
3
4

RAY M. HARDING, JR. -- 1363
DAVID H. SHAWCROFT -- 4248
HARDING & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
110 South Main Street
Pleasant Grove, UT
34062
Telephone: (301) 785-5350

5

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT

S

IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
ooOoo

7 jl

3 II
9
10
11

ARMAND D. JOHANSEN, JOHN R.
THACKERAY, and DONALD W.
MacKENZIE, d/b/a JOHANSEN,
THACKERAY, MacKENZIE PROPERTIES
and JOHANSEN, THACKERAY,
MacKENZIE PROPERTIES, LTD.,
a Utah Limited Partnership,

M E M O R A N D U M
OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
ON DEFENDANTS' COUNTERCLAIM

Plaintiffs,

12
13

vs.

14

RANDALL MEHEW, MARTIN EHMAN
and FRANK K. STUART,

Civil No: (77-87-51

15
Judge Ballif

Defendants.
16
ooOoo

--

17
COME NOW the plaintiffs, by and

through their

attorney,

18
and submit the following Memorandum

of Points

and Authorities

in

19
SuDoort of Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment on Defendants'
20 i|
Counterclaim.
21
UNCONTESTED

FACTS

22
1.

Plaintiffs filed the complaint against the defendants

23
for breach of a lease agreement.
24

(See the Complaint filed herein.)

2.

Defendants have counterclaimed against Che plaintiffs

for alleged fraudulent misrepresentation, breach of contract, and
interference with

contractual

rights,

by the defendants

from the plaintiffs

related

to

of retails

the

leasing

space for a

tanning salon in the Parkway Village Shopping Center, which lease
agreement constitutes

the basis

against the defendants.

for the

plaintiffs' complaint

(See the defendants' Answer and Counter-

claim.)
3.

Defendants admit that they signed the lease agreement,

a copy of which is attached to plaintiffs' Complaint and a copy
of which

is

attached

to

this

memorandum .as

incorporated herein by this reference.

Exhibit

"A" and

(See defendants' Answer

and Counterclaim, page 6, paragraph number 1.)
4.

The substance of defendants' dispute arises out of

the existence of a tanning bed in the business known as Jean's
Nails in the shopping center.

(See the deposition of Frank K.

Stuart, page 20, lines 20 through 25.)
5.

Prior to the signing of the lease agreement, the

defendants viewed the subject leasehold property, at which time
the business known as Jean's Nails was in business in the shopping
center and was observed by the defendant Frank K. Stuart.

(See

the deposition of Frank K. Stuart, page 15, lines 4 through 17.)
6.
the business

The defendants had been told by the plaintiffs that
known as Jean's Nails

D-ll

would have a tanning bed.

(See the deposition of Frank K. Stuart, page 16 lines 11 through
15.)
7.

Subsection fDf of Section 11 of the Lease Agreement,

Exhibit "A", states as follows:
D. Any use of the Leased Premises permitted to Tenant, as set forth in the Fundamental
Lease Provisions, shall constitute a non-exclusive
permission, subject to the terms of this Lease,
to maintain such use within the shopping Center
and Landlord reserves the right to permit identical or similar uses by other tenants of other
space within the Shopping Center. Restrictions
upon use contained within this Lease are for the
benefit of Landlord, and there is no covenant,
express or implied, by Landlord to include similar restrictions within other leases which may be
applicable to the Shopping Center.
Landlord
reserves the right to alter uses permitted for
other tenants or occupants within the Shopping
Center and any such action by Landlord is separate
and independent of any obligation to Tenant under
this Lease. No right of Tenant under or pursuant
to this Lease shall extend to, affect, or pertain
to any real property (whether or not owned, leased,
constructed, developed, managed or operated by
Landlord, its successors and assigns, at any time
whatsoever) outside of the boundaries
of the
Shopping Center, as described in, and defined by,
Exhibit "A" hereto.
(See the Lease Agreement, Exhibit "A".)
7.

Subsection

f

T f of Section 32 of che Lease Agreement

states as follows:
T. AGREEMENTS IN WRITING. IT IS UNDERSTOOD
THAT THERE ARE NO ORAL AGREEMENTS BETWEEN
THE
PARTIES HERETO AFFECTING THIS LEASE AND THIS
LEASE SUPERSEDES AND CANCELS ANY AND ALL PREVIOUS
NEGOTIATIONS, ARRANGEMENTS, BROCHURES, AGREEMENTS
AND UNDERSTANDINGS, I? ANY, BETWEEN THE PARTIES
HERETO OR DISPLAYED 3Y LANDLORD TO TENANT WITH
RESPECT TO THE SUBJECT MATTER THEREOF, AND NONE
D-12

SHALL BE USED TO INTERPRET OR CONSTRUE THIS LEASE.
IT IS FURTEHR AGREED 3Y AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES
HERETO THAT THERE SHALL BE NO MODIFICATION OR
AMENDMENT OF THIS LEASE, EXCEPT AS MAY BE EXECUTED
IN WRITING BETWEEN THE PARTIES HERETO. LANDLORD
MAKES MO WARRANTY, REPRESENTATION, CONTRACT, AGREEMENT, OR STATEMENT CONCERNING THE USE, OCCUPANCY,
OR SUITABILITY OF THE LEASED PREMISES FOR THE USE
OF THE LEASED PREMISES AS SET FORTH IN THE FUNDAMENTAL LEASE PROVISIONS, OR WITH RESPECT TO THE
CONDITION OF TITLE WITH RESPECT THERETO, OR THE
MEANS, MODE, OR MANNER OF CONSTRUCTION OF ANY
BUILDINGS OR IMPROVEMENTS, OR THE ADEQUACY OR
FITNESS THEREOF FOR ANY USE OR OCCUPANCY, OR THE
ACCURACY OR VALIDITY OF ANY STATEMENT, REPRESENTATION, WARRANTY, AGREEMENT, OR DOCUMENT BY ANY
OTHER PERSON, PARTY, OR ENTITY, UNLESS EXPRESSLY
SET FORTH HEREIN AS AN AGREEMENT OF LANDLORD.
(Emphasis added.)
e Lease Agreement, Exhibit "A".)
7.

Subsection 'W' of Section 32 of the Lease Agreement

as follows:
W. WARRANTIES OF TENANT. TENANT WARRANTS
AND REPRESENTS TO LANDLORD, FOR THE
EXPRESS
BENEFIT OF LANDLORD, THAT: (a) TENANT HAS UNDERTAKEN A COMPLETE AND INDEPENDENT EVALUATION OF
THE RISKS INHERENT IN THE EXECUTION OF THIS LEASE
AND THE OPERATION OF THE LEASED PREMISES FOR THE
USE PERMITTED HEREBY AS SET FORTH IN THE FUNDAMENTAL LEASE PROVISIONS, AND THAT, BASED UPON
SAID INDEPENDENT EVALUATION, TENANT HAS ELECTED
TO ENTER INTO THIS LEASE AND HERE3Y ASSUMES ALL
RISKS WITH RESPECT THERETO; (b) NO ORAL OR WRITTEN
INDUCEMENT S) TO EXECUTE THIS LEASE HAVE 3EEN
MADE TO TENANT UNLESS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH HEREIN
IN WRITING; (c) IN ENTERING INTO THIS LEASE,
TENANT RELIES UPON NO STATEMENT, FACT, PROMISE,
OR REPRESENTATION (WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
WRITTEN OR ORAL) NOT SPECIFICALLY SET FORTH HEREIN
IN WRITING; (d) ANY STATEMENT, FACT, PROMISE, OR
REPRESENTATION (WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WRITTEN OR ORAL) MADE AT ANY TIME WHATSOEVER TO TENANT,
WHICH IS NOT EXPRESSLY INCORPORATED HEREIN IN
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WRITING, IS, AND SHALL FOREVER 3E, WAIVED AND
RENOUNCED 3Y TENANT; AND (e) ANY STATEMENT, FACT,
PROMISE, OR REPRESENTATION MOT EXPRESSLY CONTAINED
HEREIN SHALL IN NO WAY BIND LANDLORD, AND TENANT
HERE3Y WAIVES ANY RIGHT OF RESCISSION AND ALL
CLAIMS FOR DAMAGES 3Y REASON OF ANY STATEMENT,
FACT, PROMISE, OR REPRESENTATION, IF ANY, NOT
CONTAINED IN THIS LEASE.
THE WARRANTIES AND
REPRESENTATIONS OF TENANT HEREIN SHALL BE ENFORCEABLE 3Y WAY OF SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE OR INJUNCTIVE
RELIEF, IN ADDITION TO ANY OTHER REMEDY AT LAW OR
EQUITY. ON THE 3ASIS OF THE FOREGOING WARRANTIES
AND REPRESENTATIONS OF TENANT, LANDLORD IS WILLING
TO ENTER INTO THIS LEASE. IN THE EVENT ANY OF
SUCH WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS -OF TENANT
HEREIN CONTAINED SHALL BE INACCURATE OR UNTRUE,
LANDLORD MAY, IN ADDITION TO ALL OTHER RIGHTS OF
LANDLORD AT LAW OR EQUITY, TERMINATE THIS LEASE
AT ANY TIME THEREAFTER UPON WRITTEN NOTICE TO
TENANT.
(See che Lease Agreement, Exhibit "A".)
8.

The defendants did not have an exclusive right to

operate a tanning
center.

salon

business

within

the subject

shopping

(See the Lease Agreement, Exhibit "A".)
APPLICABLE LAW AND ARGUMENT
POINT 1:

PLAINTIFFS ARE ENTITLED TO SUMMARY
JUDGMENT ON DEFENDANTS' CLAIM FOR
BREACH OF CONTRACT.

Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment on Defendants'
Counterclaim alleging

breach

of

contract

should

be

granted.

There does not exist any provision of the Lease Agreement, Exhibit
"A", which the plaintiffs breached in regard to the existence of
the business known as Jeans Nails in the subject shopping center.
Section 11, Subsection 'D' of the Lease Agreement specin_i/,

fically addresses the issue of competing businesses and states
that the

tenant, the defendants herein, have

a

"non-exclusive

permission, subject to the terms of this lease, to maintain such
use [tanning

salon]

within

the

shopping

center

and

landlord

reserves the right to permit identical or similar uses by other
tenants of other space within the shopping center.ff

(Bracketed

material added,)
The defendants therefore had no contractual right to the
exclusive operation of a tanning salon within the subject shopping
center.

If the defendants

had desired

an exclusive

right to

operate a tanning salon within the shopping center they could
have required that such a provision be added to the lease agreement, prior to the execution thereof.
The defendant Frank K.
the plaintiffs

have

not

Agreement, Exhibit "A".

Stuart has also admitted that

breached

any

provision

of

the Lease

(See the deposition of Frank K. Stuart,

page 39, lines 18 through 22.) Plaintiffs are therefore entitled
to summary judgment as to the breach of contract claim of defendants ' counterclaim.
POINT 2:

PLAINTIFFS ARE ENTITLED TO SUMMARY
JUDGMENT AS TO DEFENDANTS1 THIRD
CAUSE OF ACTION ALLEGING INTERFERENCE WITH CONTRACTUAL RIGHTS.

Pursuant to the third

cause

of action

of defendants'

counterclaim, the defendants have asserted a claim of intentional
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interference with contractual rights against the plaintiffs based
upon the alleged existence of a competing tanning salon in the
shopping center and by the alleged

allowing

tanning salon

marquis

to

control

the

main

Defendants must prove the following

of the competing
advertising

sign.

five essential elements to

establish their claim of interference with contractual rights':
(1) an intentional (2) interference (3) with the defendants valid
existing contract that is (4) wrongful and malicious and which
(5) caused actual damage to the defendants.

Leigh Furniture and

Carpet Co. v. Isom, 657 P.2d 293 (Utah 1982).
The facts of the present case do not show any action
on the part of the plaintiffs which would constitute interference
with any existing contract of the defendants, nor is there alleged
the existence of any actual contract between the defendants and
any third-party which was wrongfully
with.

or maliciously

interfered

The plaintiffs' lease agreement with Jeans Nails was not

wrongful or improper as the lease agreement between the plaintiffs
and the

defendants

specifically

authorized

the

plaintiffs

to

enter into lease agreements with other tenants for identical uses
and businesses in the shopping center.
Defendants have also alleged that the plaintiffs interfered with

their contractual

rights

by allegedly allowing the

competing tanning salon to control the main marquis advertising
of the shopping center.

In the deposition of Carlene J. Stuart,

1 . page 33 and page 34, lines 1 through 6, it is admitted that the
2 J alleged competing salon, Jean's Nails, did not program the com3 J puter controlled advertising sign and it is further admitted that
4 I the advertising messages of the defendants were placed on the
5 1 sign.
i

The defendants1 description of the alleged problem with

6 J the advertising sign is that

,f

because it took a little longer for

7

my message to get there than hers,

8

(Deposition of

9 I

Carlene J.

Thats what the problem was.'1

Stuart, page

Defendants have not

set

forth

33, lines 14 and 15.)
any

facts

which would

i11

10 i support the allegation of interference with defendants1 contractual
11 J rights and plaintiffs are therefore entitled to summary judgment
I

12 ! as to the defendants1 third cause of action.
11

13 I
|
14 j
I

POINT 3:

PLAINTIFFS ARE ENTITLED TO SUMMARY
JUDGMENT ON THE FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
OF THE DEFENDANTS' COUNTERCLAIM.

15 |

Pursuant to the First

Cause

of Action

of Defendants1

16

Counterclaim, the defendants have asserted a claim of fraudulent

17

misrepresentation regarding

18

Plaintiffs are entitled to summary judgment on said cause of action.

19 '
20

the

lease

agreement, Exhibit

"A".

In order to prove fraud the defendants must establish
the existence of all of che following elements:

i

21 |
22 J
23
I

(1)
(2)
(3)

That a representation was made;
concerning a presently existing
which was false;

(4)

which the r e p r e s e n t o r e i t h e r (a) knew to be

material

ij

24 j

fact;

false, or (b) made recklessly, knowing that
he had insufficient knowledge upon which to
base such representation;
(5)

for the purpose
act upon it;

of inducing

the other party to

(6)

that the other party, acting
ignorance of its falsity;

(7)

did in fact rely upon it;

(8)

and was thereby induced to act;

(9)

to his injury and damage.

reasonably

and in

Pace v. Parrish, 122 Utah 141, 247 P.2d 273 (Utah 1952).
The defendants must prove each of the elements of the
alleged fraud by clear and convincing
of Social

evidence.

Utah Department

Services v. Pierren, 619 P.2d 1380 (Utah 1980).
As applied

to the present

case, the defendants

have

failed to show sufficient facts from which the trier of fact
could find fraud.
of the business

The defendants had knowledge of the existence
known as Jeans Nails

in the subject

shopping

center prior to the execution of the lease agreement and were
specifically told

by

the

plaintiffs

that

as Jeans Nails would have a tanning bed.

the

business

known

(See Che Uncontested

Facts portion of this memorandum.)
There is no evidence before the court that the plaintiffs
made any statement with knowledge that the statement was false.
Additionally, the defendants

could

not have

reasonably

relied

upon any statements made by the plaintiffs prior to the execution
D-18

1

! of the lease agreement based upon the express waiver and acknowl-

2 J edgment as found in the lease agreement.

In Section 32, Subsections

3 |] ! T f and 'W , as set forth in the Uncontested Facts portion of
4

this memorandum, the defendants specifically warrant that they

5 | have not relied upon any representations

in entering

into the

6 j lease agreement, other than the written provisions as set forth
^ j in the lease agreement.

The real cause of the defendants' disoute

® : is that the defendants did not have a monopoly on the tanning
3 || business.

(See the deposition of Carlene J. Stuart, pages 27 and

10

28.)

11

tanning business in the shopping center.

The defendants did not have an exclusive right to operate a
If the defendants had

12 | wanted an exclusive right to operate a tanning business they should
1

ij

3 j have included
i

14
1

such

a provision

| Agreement, Exhibit "A".)

in the lease.

(See the Lease

Plaintiffs1 Motion for Summary Judgment

^ j on defendants' fraud claim should therefore be granted.

16

j

CONCLUSION

!
1

^ |

1

^ | judgment as to each of the three causes of action alleged by the

1

9 j defendants in their

As set forth above, plaintiffs are entitled to summary

Counterclaim.

Defendants' entire Counter-

20 j claim arises out of their inability to succeed in their business
2-1 j venture.

The

plaintiffs

therefore

respectfully

request

that

22 j their Motion for Summary Judgment as to the defendants' Counter23 j claim be granted.
24 ///

DATED thhis

1

^M

day of January, 1988.
HARDING & ASSOCIATES, P.C.

2
3
4|
5!

Attorney for Plaintiffs

6|
i

7 i
i

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy

8;

of the foreoging, MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON DEFENDANTS'
i

COUNTERCLAIM, postage prepaid thereon by first-class U.S. mail this

10 !
\ \^

day of January, 1988 to the following:

11 |
12 !
13
14 ;

Byron L. Stubbs
Attorney at Law
530 East Fifth South
Salt Lake City, UT 84102

15 |
16 |
i
17 '

SECRETARY

|

I

18 i

19 J
20 |
21 I
j
i

22 !
23
24
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RAY M. HARDING, JR. -- 1363
DAVID H. SHAWCROFT -- 4248
HARDING & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
110 South Main Street
Pleasant Grove, UT 84062
Telephone: (801) 785-5350
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
ooOoo
ARMAND D. JOHANSEN, JOHN R.

)

THACKERAY, and DONALD W.

)

MacKENZIE, d/b/a JOHANSEN,
)
THACKERAY, MacKENZIE PROPERTIES,)
and JOHANSEN, THACKERAY,
)
MacKENZIE PROPERTIES, LTD.,
)
a Utah Limited Partnership,
)
Plaintiffs,

A F F I D A V I T

OF JOHN R. THACKERAY

)

vs.

)

RANDALL MEHEW, MARTIN EHMAN
and FRANK K. STUART,

)
)

Civil No: CV-87-51

)

Judge Ballif

Defendants.

ooOoo
STATE OF UTAH

)
:SS

COUNTY OF SALT LAKE)
JOHN R. THACKERAY, being first duly sworn, deposes and
states upon his oath as follows:
1 . That I am a plaintiff in the above-entitled action.
2.

That I am a general partner of Johansen, Thackeray,

MacKenzie Properties, Ltd.

3.

That I have personal knowledge of the facts as set

forth herein and if called to testify would do so as set forth
herein*
4.
Utah and

are
5.

That the defendants are residents of the State of
doing

business

in Utah

County,

State

of Utah.

That the plaintiffs, Amiand D. Johansen, John R.

Thackeray Donald W. MacKenzie, d/b/a Johansen Thackeray, MacKenzie
Properties, herein referred to as "JTM", entered into a three (3)
year lease agreement with the defendants on or about May 3, 1984,
whereby said defendants rented certain property known as Space
E-6, 2255 North University Parkway, Suite 37, located in the City
of Provo, County of Utah, State of Utah, from JTM.
6.

That

the defendants

are also

guarantors

of said

Lease Agreement, Exhibit "A".
7.

That the plaintiff, Johansen, Thackeray, MacKenzie

Properties, Ltd., is a Utah limited partnership herein referred
to as "JTM, Ltd."
8«

That

the Lease Agreement, Exhibit

"A", has

been

assigned from JTM, to JTM, Ltd.
9.

That

as

a

rental payment

for

said

property

the

defendants agreed to pay the sum of 31,500.00, per month, plus
percentage rent, consumer price adjustments, common area expenses,
late charges, taxes, insurance
10.

That

the

and

defendants

sign
have

maintenance expenses.
failed

to pay

to the

ITEM
March (87) Rent
March CAM
March Sign
March Late Fee
April (87) Rent
April CAM
April Sign
April Late Fee
May (87) Rent
May CAM
May Sign
May Late Fee
June (87) Rent
June CAM
June Sign
June Late Fee

AMOUNT

n

$1524.00
; $ 144.00
$ 95.00
$ 50.00
$ 824.00
$ 00.00
$ 95.00
$ 50.00
$ 324.00
$ 00.00
$ 95.00
S 50.00
S 824.00
$ 00.00
S 95.00
$ 50.00

RATS

DATE DUE

107.

03-01-37
03-01-37
03-01-87
03-10-37
04-01-87
04-01-87
04-01-37
04-10-37
05-01-37
05-01-37
05-01-87
05-10-37
06-01-87
06-01-37
06-01-87
06-10-37

10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%

SAYS LATE

289
289
289
279
259
259
259
249
229
229
229
219
198
198
198
188

j

TOTAL:
11.

$17,423.00

INTEREST !
$ 120.64

S 11.40
c

7.52
s 3.32
s 58.47
$ 00.00
3 6.74
3.41
$
51.70
s
S 00.00
S 5.96
3.00
$
44.70
s 00.00
5.15
$
s 2.57

TOTAL INTEREST: 31,382.99

That the defendants owe to the plaintiffs the sum of

$19,305.99 as of December 15, 1987, for delinquent rent, late
charges, consumer price index adjustment payments, common area
maintenance expenses, taxes, insurance, interest, and sign maintenance fees, plus accruing interest, at the rate of 35.29 per
diem, from December 15, 1987, until paid.
12.

The defendants vacated the subject premises on or

about the 5th day of December,

1986, and

returned

possession

thereof to the plaintiffs.
13.

The plaintiffs provided the defendants with a written
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Notice of Termination, providing notice to defendants of plaintiffs' decision to terminate the parties' Lease Agreement and to
proceed under Subparagraph

(b) of Section

25 of the parties'

Lease Agreement attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and to recover all
damages resulting from defendants' breach of the Lease Agreement
as provided in Section 25.

A copy of said Notice of Termination

is attached to the Complaint as Exhibit "3" and made a part hereof
by reference thereto.
14.

The reasonable rental value of the leased premises

is in the sum of $1,524.00, per month, plus consumer price index
adjustments and all additional fees as set forth in the Lease
Agreement.
15.

Pursuant

Exhibit "A", plaintiffs

to

the

are

terms

entitled

of

the

Lease

to

judgment

Agreement,
against the

defendants for unpaid rental payments, late charges, common area
maintenance fees,

consumer

price

index

adjustments

and

sign

maintenance fees, as set forth above, plus interest thereon at
the rate of ten percent (10%) per annum from the date of delinquency
until paid.
16.

The lease term expired on June 30, 1987.

17.

Pursuant to the terms of the Lease Agreement of the

parties, Exhibit "A", plaintiffs are entitled to judgment against
the defendants
incurred herein

for

the

in the

plaintiffs
amount

reasonable

attorney's

of 32,410.00, as

of

the

fees
10th

1

day of December, 1987, plus such additional attorney's

2

will be established by subsequent affidavit filed with the court.

3

18.

4

of possession

5

nature.

6

19.

fees as

The defendants no longer have any interest or right
of the subject

lease hold premises, of whatever

The default amount, as set forth above, includes

7

the reduced monthly

8

through December

9

letter dated March 21, 1985 from Donald W. MacKenzie to Mr. Frank

rental

for the period

31, 1985, as described

from April 1, 1985

and

set forth

10

Stuart, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit

11

incorporated herein by this reference.

12

on the

"B" and

/fit
DATED this

'

day of Jajauary, 1988.

13
14 :i

JOHN/R. THACKERAY, Affiant
15
SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before me this

7<^

day of

16
January, 1988.
17

ia

NOTARY PUBLIC
RESIDING IN SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

19
20
21

MY COMMISSION EXPIRES
^^53

22
23

••''> of osy
^

24
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1
2

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify chat I mailed a true and correct

copy

3

of the foregoing, AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN R. THACKERAY, postage prepaid

4

thereon by

5

1988 to the following:

6 J|
7 ||

first-class

U.S. mail

this

j,p^

Byron L. Stubbs
Attorney at Law
530 East Fifth South
Salt Lake City, UT 84-102

8 "
9

10 I
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

SETSffiRY * ^

day

of

January,
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section !.

Leased Premwes

Landlord herebv ieases to Tenant, and Tenant hereby leases from Landlord, space within a building, now, or hereafter to be constructed in the shopping center ("Shopping Center") more niily described in Exhibit '* V attached hereto and made a part hereof, *htch
premises (the "Leased Premises'*') consist of a Leased Area as set forth in the Fundamental Lease Provisions. The location of the Leased
Premises is outlined in red on the plot plan of the Shopping Center, vhich plot plan is marked Exhibit " 3 M , attached hereto and made a
part hereof. It is understood and agreed that prior to (he commencement of the term hereof. Landlord may change the location oi the
Leased Premises: provided, however, any <uch relocation of the Leased Premises shail be subject to Tenant's approval. In the event
Tenant does not approve said relocation. Tenant may caned this Lease within ten (10) days oi Landlord's notification to Tenant of such
relocation, in which event any security or prepaid rent paid by Tenant shail be refunded to Tenant, and neither partv shail thereatter have
anv further ooligation to eacn other respecting this Lease. Tenant further agrees that Landlord may, at inv time and from time to time,
add additional property and improvements to (he Shopping Center and that the tenants and uses for the building areas shown on Exhibit
" 3 " 'except for the Leased Premises* are subject to change at anv time at Landlord's sole discretion. Tenant further acknowledges that
Exhibit " 3 " hereto sets forth a proposed general lavout ot (he Shopping Grnter. and shall not be deemed a representation by Landlord
that the Shopping Center shall be constructed as indicated thereon or that any tenants or occupants designated bv name or nature of
business thereon shall conduct business in the Shopping Center during the term of this Lease: and Landlord may in us sole discretion, increase, decrease or change the stze. ihape, -rumoer. location, use and dimensions ot the buildings, the premises therein, driving ianes.
dnvewavs, »aikways. parking spaces and other improvements shown on Exhibit 4 , B "
Section 2.

Initial Construction

In the event Landlord is to perform construction with respect to the Leased Premises, the responsibility for the pertormance of such
construction and payment therefor is zet forth in Exhibit " C * attacned hereto and made a part hereof, in the event Tenant shall fati within
any time limits wmch may be provided herein or in Exhibit 4 , C " hereto to complete anv work or perform any other requirements provided
to be performed by Tenant prior to the commencement of the term hereof, or in the event Tenant shail cause a delay in the completion of
anv work. Landlord may send Tenant written notice of sucn default and if such default is not corrected within ten (10) days thereatter.
Landlord may by written notice pnor to (he curing of said default terminate this Lease. In sucn event. Landlord shall be entitled to retain
as lioutdated damages ail deposits made hereunder and such improvements as Tenant may have annexed to or installed in (he Leased
Premises or upon the building within wnicn the same are located.
Section J.

Terns

-V. The term of this Lease shall commence on the date that Landlord, or Landlord's agent so authorized in writing by Landlord,
tenders possession of the Leased Premises herein to Tenant, or notifies Tenant thereof in writing. *mch date snail be termed the Date of
Possession. Tenant covenants to open the Leased Premises for business to the general public not later than sixty (60) days from the Rent
Commencement Date set forth in the Fundamental Lease Provisions.
'Vichin ten (10) days after the commencement ot the term hereof. Tenant shail execute and deliver to Landlord a statement
substantially in the form hereto attached, marked Exhibit # , S " . indicating thereon any exceptions thereto as may exist at that time. Failure
ot Tenant to execute and deliver sucn statement shail constitute an acceptance of the Leased Premises and an acknowledgement by Tenant
that the statements included in Exhibit 4 i E " hereto attached are true and correct without exception.
3. Tenant's obligation to pay rent, and ait other sums and charges reserved unto Landlord hereunder, shail commence upon the
earlier to occur of the following dates: (a) the Rent Commencement Date set forth in the Fundamental Lease Provisions, or (b) the date on
wmch the Tenant shall open the Leased Premises for business.
C. The term of this Lease shail be for the number of lease years set forth in the soace provided for "Lease Term" 'n the Fundamental
Lease Provisions, In (he event the term hereof has not commenced on or before three (3) vears from the date hereof, rhis Lease shail
automatically terminate. The term 'Lease Year" as used herein shall mean a period ot twelve (12) consecutive full calendar months. The
first Lease Year shail begin on the Rent Commencement Date, if the Rent Commencement Date shall occur on the first day ot a calendar
month. If not. then the first Lease Year shall commence upon the first day of the calendar month next following the Rent Commencement
Oate. Each succeeding Lease Year snail commence upon the anniversary date ot the first Lease Year.
Section 4.

Rent

\ . Fixed Minimum Rent. Tenant shall pay to Landlord at the address of Landlord as set forth in the Fundamental Lease Provisions,
or at such other place as may be designated by Landlord, without pnor demand therefor, and without anv deduction or offset whatsoever,
and as initial Fixed Minimum Rent (suoject to adjustment as set forth in Section 4 C. hereof! the amount set forth and designated as Fixed
Minimum Annual Rent in the Fundamental Lease Provisions, each calendar year, payaole monthly, .n advance, «n the amount as set forth
m the Fundamental Lease Provisions as Fred Minimum Monthly Rent (subiect to adjustment as sex. forth in Section 4 C. hereof).
If the Rent Commencement Oate snail occur uoon a dav other than ihe first day of a calendar month, then Tenant shail pay, upon
the Rent Commencement Oate, a pro rata portion of the Fixed Minimum Monthly Rent described in the foregoing paragraph prorated on
a oet diem oasis with respect to the fractional calendar month preceding the commencement of the first Lease Year hereof.
3. Percentage Rent. In addition to the Fixed Minimum Rent heremaPove zet form. Tenant shail pay to Landlord at the time and in
.he manner herein specified, as Percentage Rent hereunder, a sum eauivaient to the amount, if any, by wmch that certain percentage of
the gross sales (as defined in Section 5) set forth in the Fundamental Lease Provisions in each month exceeds the Fixed Minimum Rent
wmch is paid during, and w«h respect to, the same month.
'Vithm ten (10) davs after the end of eacn calendar month oi the term hereof, commencing with the tenth day of the month
following the Rent Commencement Oate. and ending with (he tenth dav oi the month next succeeding the last month of the Lease Term,
Tenant shall furnish to Landlord a statement in writing, certified bv Tenant (and if Tenant is a corporation, bv an oificer ot Tenant) to oe
correct, showing the total gross sales made in, jpon or trom the Leased Premises (together with deductions or offsets therefrom as permitted by Section 5.A. hereof) during the preceding calendar month, and shall accompany each such statement with a payment to Landlord
equal to the percentage set forth in the Fundamental Lease Provisions under **°ercentage Rent" of the total monthly gross sales made in.
uoon or from the Leased Premises during each calendar montft, less the Fixed Minimum Monthly Rent for such preceding calendar
month, if previously paid. Within twenty (20) davs aiter the end of eacn Lease Year of the term nereot. Tenant shall furnish to Landlord a
statement in writing, certified by Tenant land if Tenant is a corporation, by an officer of Tenant) to be correct, showing the total gross
sales by months made in. uoon or from the Leased Premises during the preceding Lease Year.
C. Consumer Price Index. Upon the expiration ot tweive (12) calendar momns after 'he Rent Commencement Date, and upon the
expiration oi each tweivef 12) calendar month period thereatter, the Fixed Minimum Annual Rent shall be adjusted bv muitioiying the
Fixed Minimum Annual Rent as referenced in the Fundamental Lease Provisions herein by a fraction, which fraction snail have as us

numerator u.e Consumer Price Index for bioan Wage Earners and Clerical Workers <Revi*.d) (All Items), for the metropolian area
ciosest to the Leased Premises for which such Consumer Pnce Index (or aitemanve thereto as hereinafter provided) ts maintained. (Base
Period 1967 * 100). as published by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, upon, or in effect as of. the date of expiration of the applicable twelve month period, and which such fraction shall have as its denominator said Consumer Pnce Index as
published upon, or m effect as of. the date of che commencement of the term of this Lease. If the present base o( said Index should
hereaicer be changed, then the new base shall be convened to the base now used. In the event that said Bureau should cease to pubiish said
Index figure, then any similar index published by any other branch or department of the U.S. Government shall be used, and if more than
one u so published, then the index showing the greater proportionate increase snail be used, and if none is so published then another index
generally recognized as authonrative shall be substituted by agreement of the parties hereto, or if ao such agreement ts reached within a
reasonable tune, either party may make application to any court of competent jurisdiction to designate such other index. In any event, the
base used by any new index shall be reconciled to the 1967 - !00 base index. In ao event shall the Rxed Minimum Rent be less than the
Fixed Minimum Annual Rent set forth in the Fundamental Lease Provisions, or the Fixed Minimum Rent as adjusted with respect to the
next preceding twerve (12) month penod. whichever is the greater. In the event the numerator of said fraction is not available at the time of
adjustment of the Fixed Minimum Annual Rent as provided herein. Tenant shall conunue 'o pay the Fixed Minimum \nnuai Rent
established for the next pnor twelve (12) month penod: provided, however. Tenant shall promptly pay to Landlord any deficiency at such
time as said Fixed Minimum Annual Rent is adjusted. In any event, the Fixed Minimum Monthly Rent shall be one-twelfth (1/12) of the
Fixed Minimum Annual Rent, as adjusted hereunder.
0. Tax on Rentals. Tenant shall further pay to Landlord, within five (5) days of billing therefor, any and all excise, pnvilege, rent in
lieu of. ad valorem, and other tax(es) (herein "Tax") levied or assessed by any governmental authonry upon or measured by any rent or
other sums payable by Tenant to, or on behalf of. Landlord, pursuant to the terms of this Lease or by virtue of the tenancy created by this
Lease. Such Tax shall be paid by Tenant whether or not it comprises a portion of any real property tax or taxes or real property tax bills,
and such Tax shall include, without limitation, any new tax of a nature not presently m effect but which may be hereafter levied, assessed
or imposed upon the Landlord, or the Leased Premises, if such new tax shall be based on or arise out of the ownersmp. use. or operation
of the Leased Premises, or any portion thereof or right thereto. Nothing contained herein thzii be construed to require Tenant to pay any
estate, jjft, inheritance or net income tax of Landlord.
5. Late Charges. Tenant heteoy acknowledges that late payment by Tenant to Landlord of the Fixed Minimum Monthly Rent or
other sums due hereunder will cause Landlord to incur costs not contemplated by this Lease, the exact amount of wnich wiU be extremely
difficult to ascertain. Such costs include. aut are not limited to, processing and accounting charges, md late charges wmch may be imposed upon Landlord by the terms of any mortgage or trust deed covenng the Leased Premises. Accordingly, if any installment of Fixed
Minimum Monthly Rent or any sum due from Tenant hereunder shall not be received by Landlord or Landlord's designee on or before the
time set forth herein for the payment thereot then said amount snzil be deemed past due, and Tenant shall pay to Landlord a late charge
equal to Fifty and 00/100 Dollars ($50.00), plus any attorneys' *ees incurred bv Landlord bv reason of Tenant's failure to pay such Fixed
Minimum Monthly Rent or other charges when due hereunder Landlord and Tenant hereoy agree that such late charge represents a tair
and reasonable estimate of the cost that Landlord will incur by reason ot any such late payment by Tenant. Acceptance of any such iate
charge by Landlord shall in no event constitute a waiver of Tenant's default with respect to sucn overdue amount, nor prevent Landlord
from exercising any of the other rights and remedies granted hereunder Landlord, at its option, mav deduct any such amount so unpaid
together with such late charge, from any secunty deposit held by Landlord pursuant to the terms of Section U A. hereof and. in such
event. Tenant shall deposit forthwith a like amount as that so deducted with Landlord in accordance *ith the terms of Section 14 3.
hereof.
F. It is the intention of the Landlord and Tenant that the Fixed Minimum Rent. Percentage Rent, and other sums and charges provided herein snail be absolutely net to Landlord, and Tenant shall pay all costs, charges, ooiigations, assessments, and expenses of every
kind and nature against, or relating to. the Leased Premises or the use. operation, management, or occupancy thereof, whether or not
now customary or within the contemplation ot the panics hereto, which may anse or become due dunng the term hereot, and wnicn,
except for the execution and delivery of this Lease, would have oeen oayaoie oy Landlord. Coining contained herein shall be construed to
require Tenant to pay any interest or principal payments on, or expenses in connection with, any mortgage or other encumbrance placed
by Landlord on the Leased Premises, or any pan thereof.
Section 5. Grass Sties and Records
A. The term "Gross Sales'*, as used herein is hereby defined to mean the total amount of saies and other revenue from all businesses
conducted on or from the Leased Premises, whether sucn businesses be conducted by Tenant or by any licensees, concessionaires, or
subtenants of Tenant, and wnether such sales be evidenced by cash, check, credit, credit card, charge account, exchange, or otherwise,
without regard as to whether or not collection is made of the amounts for wnicn credit is given, and shall include, but not be limited to. the
amounts received for the sale of food, beverages, goods, wares and merchandise, the amounts received for services periormed on or at the
Leased Premises, the amounts received for equipment and other rentals, and the amounts ot all fees and similar payments received for
basrness conducted tn. upon or from the Leased Premises, ca^ether with the amount ot ail orders utken or received it the Ltzscd Premises.
whether or not such orders be filled from the Leased Premises or elsewhere, and wnether such sales be made by means ot merchandise or
other vending devices in the Leased Premises. Hacn sale, charge, or transaction snail be treated as a gross sale for the full pnce or charge m
the Lease Year dunng wmch such sale. :harge or transaction is made. If any one or more departments or other divisions of Tenant's
business shall be suolet by Tenant or conducted by any person, firm or corporation other than Tenant, then there shall be included in
Gross Sales for the purpose of fixing the Percentage Rent payable hereunder, ill of the Cross Sales of sucn departments or divisions,
whether such sales be made at the Leased Premises or elsewhere. *n the same manner and with the same effect as if the ousmess or sales of
men departments and divisions of Tenant's business had been conduced by Tenant itself. There shall be deducted from Gross Sales the
sales pnce of merchandise returned by customers for exchange, provided that the sales pnce of the merchandise delivered to the customer
in exchange shall have been included in Cross Saies. Gross S^ies shall not include the amount of any sales, use or gross receipt tax imposed
by any federal, state, municipal or governmental authority directly on sales collected from customers, provided that the amount thereof is
added to the selling pnce or absorbed therein, and paid by Tenant to such government authonry. No francnise or capital stock tax and no
income tax or similar tax based upon income or profits as such shall be deducted from Gross Saies in any event wnatsoever.
3. Tenant shall keep us the Leased Premises true and complete records and accounts of all sales and business tnsiszaed. Landlord
shall Have the nant. dunng normal business lours of Landlord, and from time to time. fo audit ail of the books or account, bank
statements, documents, records, saies tax reports, returns, papers and (lies of Tenant relating to Gross Sales and business transacted in.
upon or from the Leased Premises, and. on request by Landlord. Tenant shall make ail such matters available for examination at the Leased Premises. Tenant shall keep *nd preserve for at ieast rhree (3) years after the end of each Lease fear all saies slips, cash register tape
r « i m « 4aies books, sales tax reports, and other evidence of Gross Sales and business transacted for such year.

such areas, and (he displaying of any of T e s t ' s merchandise or the posting of any signs » e^rraa.y a«*..w..
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areas. Delivery and commercial vehicles which serve the leased premises whether or not owned or operated bv Tenant, shall be parked outnde 01 the Shopping Center except dunng periods of loading and unloading thereof.
3. Landlord shall, except as otherwise provided herein, operate the Common Facilities dunng the term hereof. The manner in which
the Common Facilities shall be operated and the expenditures therefor shall be tn Landlord's judgment. Landlord reserves the nght to
appoint a suostitute operator, including, but not limited to, any tenant in the Shopping Center, co carry out any or all of Landlord's rights
and duues with respect to the Common Facilities as provided in this Lease. Landlord snail not be liable for any inconvenience or interruption of business or other consequences resulting from the making of repairs, replacements, improvements, alterations, or additions, or
from the doing of any other work, by or at the direction of Landlord, or Landlord's deiegatee, to or upon any of such Common Facilities.
Tenant snail pay to Landlord, in addition to the rent heretofore specified, as further and additional rent, a proportion of the operating
costs of the Common Faculties based upon the ratio of square feet of leased area tn the Leased Premises to the total square feet of floor
area, (excluding mezzanines}, of all buildings, including, without limitation, the building within which the Leased Premises are located, in
the Shopping Center. Said amount shall be determined by the amount of leaseabie square feet ready for occupancy as of the Rent Commencement Date, and thereafter as of thefirstday of each calendar year of the term hereof, as determined by Landlord. For the purposes
of this paragrapn, the "Operating Costs" shall mean the total costs and expenses incurred in operating, insuring, maintaining, and repairing the Common Facilities, including, without limitation, gardening and landscaping, costs of public liability and property damage
insurance, cleaning, sweeping, replacements, repairs, line painting, lighting, sanitary control, removal of snow, ice. trash, rubbish, garbage, and other refuse, costs of any public address, loudspeaker or music system, depreciation of machinery and equipment used tn such
maintenance, reasonaole reserves for anticipated expenditures, the cost of personnel to implement such services, to direct parking, and to
police the Common Facilities, any parking charges or other costs levied, assessea or imposed by, or at the direction of, or resulting from,
statutes or regulations, or interpretations thereof, promulgated by any governmental authority in connection with the use or occupancy of
the Leased Premises or the parking facilities servicing the Leased Premises, and in addition thereto, an administrative and overhead
expense tn an amount equal to fifteen percent (1597*) of all the foregoing costs. "Common Facilities" ihzil mean all areas, space, equipment, and special services now, or at any tune hereatter. provided or designated by Landlord for parking and ingress and egress, and/or
for the common and joint use and benefit of the occupants of the Shopping Center, including, without limitation, parking area, access
roads, driveways, retaining wails, landscaped areas, truck serviceways, loading docks, pedestrian malls, courts, stairs, ramps, sidewalks,
and restrooms.
C. Tenant shall pay Landlord each month of the lerm hereof, m advance, a sum equal to an amount estimated by Landlord, and of
which Tenant has been given notice, to be one-twelfth (1/12) of Tenant's annual proportion of the operating costs of the Common
Facilities. At the end of each calendar year (orfiscalvear elected by Landlord) the actual costs shall be reported by Landlord to Tenant. If
Tenant's share of the actual costs (or any such year exceeds the amount paid by Tenant to Landlord, Tenant shall promptly reimourse
Landlord for the amount of excess; provided, however, if Tenant's snare for any sucn year is less than said amount. Landlord shall
promotiy refund the difference to Tenant, without liability for interest therefor. At the end ot eacn such year the monthly payment to be
made bv Tenant snail be adjusted so that the montnly payments for the next vear win be equal to an amount reasonaoly estimated by
Landlord to be one-twelfth (1/12) of Tenant's annual proportion oi the operating costs of the Common Facilities as aforesaid. Tenant
further agrees that tn addition to the foregoing, and m the event Tenant requires, and Landlord provides, lighting of the Common
Facilities, or any portion thereof, beyond the normal or customary business hours of the Shopping Center. Tenant snail pay to Landlord.
as further and additional rent, all costs incurred with respect thereto by Landlord.
Section 9. Utilities
Tenant shall pay or cause to be paid, prior to delinquency, all charges (or water, gas, sewer, eiectnaty, iignt. heat, air conditioning,
power, telephone or other service used, rendered or supplied in connection with the Leased Premises, together *uh any assessments or
surcnarges with respect thereto, and shall contract for the same in Tenant's own name, and shall protect Landlord and the Leased
Premises from any such charges. Tenant's obligations Hereunder shall commence as of the Date of Possession as referenced in Paragrapn 3
hereof. Tenant shiil pay Landlord for any utilities or services furnished by Landlord, but Landlord snail not be ooiigated to furnish any
utilities or services, nor does Landlord make any warranty or representation as to the quantity, quality, availability, amount or duration of
any sucn utilities or services, in the event any sucn utilities are provided by Landlord by a common meter. Tenant snajl pay to Landlord.
upon demand. Tenant's prorata share of the cost thereof, wnich share shall be apportioned according to the numoer oi square feet of
floor area tn the Leased Premises to the total floor area of the units or buildings which are so served by said common meter, and which are
utilizing sucn utilities.
Section 10. Signs. Fixtures. Restrictions Re Exterior
A. AJ1 fixtures installed by Tenant shall be new or completely reconditioned. Tenant shall not make or cause f o be made any
alterations, additions or improvements to the building within wnich the Leased Premises are located, or install or cause to oe instailed or
used, any exterior signs, floor covering, exterior lighting, piumotng fixtures, shades or awnings, radio or television antennae, loud
speakers, sound amplifiers or nmiiar devices, or make any changes to the storefront or exterior ot the said building without first obtaining
Landlord's written approval. Tenant snail present to the Landlord plans and specifications for sucn work at the time approval is sougnt.
Tenant shall make no use of the roof.
B. Tenant will not place or suffer to be placed or maintained on any exterior door, roof, wall or window of the building w«hin which
ihe Leased Premises are located any sign, awning or canopy, or advertising matter or other thing of any kind, and will not place or maintain or permit, or suffer to be placed or maintained, any decoration, lettering or advertising matter on the glass of any window or door of
the said building within which the Leased Premises are located without first obtaining Landlord's written approval. In no event snail any:
(a) neon, flashing or moving sign(s). or (b) signcsi wnich snail interfere with the visibility of any sign, awning, canopy, advertising matter.
or decpration of any kind of any other business or occupant of the Shopping Center of wnich the Leased Premises are a pan. be permitted
hereunder. Tenant furtner agrees to maintain any such sign, awning, canopy, decoration, lettering, advertising matter or other thing as
may be approved in food condition and repair at ail umes. Tenant shall not piace or suifer to oe placed any merchandise, equipment ot
other items outside the ouiiding wuhin *hich the Leased Premises are located. Landlord, without liaoility therefor, at Tenant's cost, may
remove, without notice, any item placed, constructed, or maintained, upon or outside of any roof. *ail or window ot the building wuhin
which the Leased Premises ire located that does not comply with the provisions of this paragrapn.
Seeiloo 11. Ust of Leased Preaiscs
A. Tenant shnil use the Leased Premises only for tne purpose or purposes exoressiy set forth in the Fundamental Lease Provisions
and for no other purpose. The Leased Premises snail be used under the trade name set forth tn the Fundamental Lease Provisions and no
other. Tenant understands and agrees that neither the enumeration in Subparagrapn 9., hereof, or the deletion from said Subparagraph
3., of various specific purposes for which the Leased Premises cannot be used or occupied does not. Jirecrly or oy implication, permit rhe
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use or occtioancv of (he Leased Premises for any purpose other than as specifically provided in the Fundamental Lease Provisions, and
Tenant acknowledges and agrees that Tenant shall use the store space leased and demised hereby only as expressly set torth in and permitted by the fundamental Lease Provisions of this Lease: provided, however, in the event of a conflict between the terms of said Subparagranh Q., and the permitted use uf the Leased Premises as set forth in the Fundamental Lease Provisions, the terms of said Subparagraph 8. shall prevail.
3. Notwithstanding the terms of Subparagraph A of this Section IL.no portion of the Leased Premises shall be used for. (I) the
operation of a drug store or prescription pharmacy for the handling or sale of drug or prescription items. (2) the handling or sale of
alcoholic beverages, or anv other items which cannot be sold or distributed legally to persons under the age of eighteen years, (3) a retail
food market or food supermarket, or meat market, fruit store, vegetable store, dairy store, or any combination of the foregoing, (4) the
handling or processing of dry cleaning or laundry, (5) a laundromat. (6) the handling or sale of clothing, (7) the handling or sale of shoes
or footwear, (8) the handling or sale of gasoline, petroleum products, tires, or automobile accessories. (9) a beauty shoo. (10) the handling
or sale ot wigs or hair pieces. (11) a hardware store or sale of hardware items, (12) a lumber store or yard or the handling or sale of lumoer.
(13) a nursery store or the handling or sale of nursery items, (14) a sporting goods store or the handling or sale of sporting goods. (15) a
builders suopiy store. (16) the handling or sale of toys. (17) a bank, (18) afinancecomoanv, (19) a savings and loan association or thrift
and toan association. (20) any business in competition with afinancecompany or bank. t2!) a variety store, (22) a theatre. i23) a piace of.
or facility for, amusement, entertainment, education, training or recreation. (24) the handling or sale of food items. i25) photo finishing,
processing, or developing, or the sale or handling for sale, of photographic supplies and equipment. (25) any use or business which constitutes a nuisance or with respect to which entry bv persons under the age of eighteen years is restricted by law, (27) any purpose other
than the sale of goods and services at retail tt the general public, and (23) anv other purpose other than as expressly set forth m and permitted ov the Fundamental Lease Provisions. THE DELETION FROM THIS SUBPARAGRAPH 3. OF ANY PROVISION
ORIGINALLY SET FORTH THEREIN SHALL NOT PERMIT TENANT TO USE THE LEASED PREMISES FOR SUCH USE SO
DELETED UNLESS EXPRESSLY PERMITTED 3Y. AND SET FORTH IN. THE USE PROVISION FOR THE LEASED
PREMISES, AS SET FORTH IN THE FUNDAMENTAL LEASE PROVISIONS.
C. I f Tenant violates any of the provisions of this Section 11. Landlord: (1) may cancel this Lease bv giving three days' vntten notice
to Tenant, and/or (2) may pursue any other remedy available at law or equity. Tenant acknowledges and agrees that it shall have no ngm
of subdivision, separation, or partition of the Leased Premises, or anv ponton thereof, irom the Shopping Center, or building, within
which the Leased Premises are located. Easements for light and air are not included in the Leased Premises.
D. \ny use of the Leased Premises permitted to Tenant, is set forth in the Fundamental Lease Provisions, shall constitute a nonexclusive permission. subiect to the terms of this Lease, to maintain sucn use within the Shopping Center and Landlord reserves the nght
to oerrait identical or simtiar uses by other tenants of other space within the Snooping Center. Restrictions upon use contained within this
Lease are for the benefit ot Landlord, and there is no covenant, express or implied, bv Landlord to include similar restrictions within other
leases which mav be applicable to the Snooping Center. Landlord reserves the right to alter uses permitted for other tenants or occupants
within the Shopping Center and 3ny such action bv Landlord is separate and independent of any obligation to Tenant under this Lease.
Mo right of Tenant under or pursuant to tnis Lease shall extend to. affect, or pertain to any real prooerty (wnether or not owned, leased,
constructed, deveiooed. managed or operated bv Landlord, its successors and assigns, at any time whatsoever) outside of the boundaries
of the Shopping Center, as described in. and defined by. Exhibit *• V* hereto.
Section 12. Conduct of Business
During all usual business hours, and on all such davs as comparable businesses of like nature in (he area are open for business, and in
any event, during such business hours as the majority of tenants of the Shopping Center are open for bustness. Tenant shall occupy, use,
and operate the entire Leased Premises tor the purposes specified herein. This requirement shall not apply during times when the Leased
Premises are untenable by reason oi fire or other casualtv; provided, however*. Tenant shall continue ooeration of its business to the extent
reasonaoiy practicable from the standpoint of good business during any period of reconstruction or repair. In general. Tenant shall
operate the business conducted by it on the Leased Premises in a manner calculated to produce the maximum profitable and practical
volume of sales and transactions ootamable and to enhance the reputation and attractiveness of the Leased Premises.
Section 13.

Assignment and Sab letting

Tenant shall not sublet or assign this Lease, whether in whole or in pan. or any interest tnerein. without first obtaining Landlord's
written consent, which said consent shall not be unreasonably withheld.
In the event Landlord's withholding of consent is found to be unreasonable by any court of competent jurisdiction. Tenant's sole
remedy shall be to have the oroposed assignment or subletting declared valid as if Landlord's consent had been given.
Notwithstanding any such subletting or assignment. Tenant shall remain fully and primarily liable for the payment of ail rental and
other sums due, or to become due hereunder, and for the full performance of ail other terms, conditions and covenants to be Iceot and performed bv Tenant. The acceptance of rent or any other sum due hereunder, or the acceptance of performance of any other term, cove,
nam. or condition hereof, from any other person or entitv shall not be deemed to be a waiver of any of the provisions of this Lease or a
consent to any subletting or assignment of the Leased Premises. Each subtenant or assignee acquinng this Lease by acceptance of any
sublease, assignment or transfer by operation of law shall assume, be bound bv, and beooligated to perform the terms and conditions of
its suolessor or assignor under this Lease. This Lease shall not, nor shall any interest therein, be assignaoie as to Tenant's interest by operation of law, assignment for the benefit of creditors, /olumary or involuntary banicruptcy or reorganization, or otherwise, without the
prior written consent of Landlord.
If Tenant is a coroorauon. and if at any time during the term of this Lease any pan or all of the corporate shares of Tenant shall be
transferred by sale, assignment, operation of law or other disposition (except where shares are transferred on death by bequest or
'nneritancej so as to result in a change in the present effective voting control of Tenant by the person or persons owning a maionty of said
corporate shares on the date of this Lease. Tenant shall promptlv notify Landlord in writing of such cnange. and such change snail, if not
previously consented to in writing by Landlord, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, be deemed an assignment without consent of Landlord in violation of the first paragraph of this Section 13.
Any assignment or sublease in violation of this Lease snail, at ihc option of the Landlord, be void. Tenant further agrees to reimburse
Landlord for all reasonable exoenses incurred with respect to any sucn assignment or subletting, such expenses in no event to be less than
One Hundred Fifty and 00/100 Dollars t SI 50.00).
Section 14.

Security Deposit

A. Tenant has deposited with Landlord as a security deposit, and not as prepaid rent, the sum set forth in the Fundamental Lease
Provisions, as "Security Deposit'* which sum shaH be retained by Landlord, without liability for interest, as secuntv for the fanhfui per-

formance by Tenant of ail the terms, cove
s and conditions under this Lease by Tenant t
kept and performed. The security dr/osii
shail be returned to Tenant upon the expiration of this Lease, if Tenant ts not then in defauit and confirmation by Landlord thai the Leased Premises have been deitvered to Landlord tn the condition required by Section 26. In no event shaii such security deposit be m lieu of.
constitute, or excuse Tenant from paying, any portion of the Fixed Minimum Rent or other sums or charges to be paid by Tenant
hereunder at any time during the term hereof. The taking of such security by Landlord shaii in no way be a bar or defense to any action >.»
unlawful detainer or for the recovery of the Leased Premises or for any other action which Landlord may it any time institute for the
breach of any term, covenant or condition contained herein.
3. (n the event of failure of Tenant to keep and pertorm any of the terms, covenants and conditions of this Lease to be kept and performed by Tenant during trie term of this Lease, or any renewals, or extensions thereof, then Landlord at its option may appropriate and
apply said entire deposit, or so much (hereof as may be necessary, to compensate Landlord for any loss or damage sustained or suffered by
Landlord due to such breach on the part of Tenant. Should the entire deposit, or any ponton thereof, be appropriated and applied by
Landlord for the payment of overdue rent or other sums due and payable to Landlord by Tenant hereunder, then Tenant shall, upon the
demand of Landlord, forthwith remit to Landlord a sufficient amount of cash to restore said security to the original sum deposited, and
Tenant s failure to do so within five (5) days after receipt of such demand snail constitute a defauit under this Lease.
C. In the event this Lease is executed pnor to substantial completion of the Leased Premises, and Landlord thereafter, but prior
to 'he commencement of the term hereof, eiects not to complete the same. Landlord shall have no liability for failure so to do provided
that Landlord returns the security deposit to Tenant, in which event this Lease shall have no further force and effect. It is further agreed
that Landlord may deliver the funds deposited hereunder by Tenant to any purchaser of Landlord's interest tn the Leased Premises, tn the
event that such interest be sold, and thereupon Landlord shall be discharged from any tuther liability with respect to such deposit and this
Lease.

Section 15. Financing
It is mutually understood and acknowledged that Landlord may. from time to time, finance the construction of, and/or improvements within, the Shopping Center, and that a mortgage company, or companies, must approve this Lease, and, in order to receive
such approval, this Lease mav have to be amended or modified. Provided that the term hereof shall not be altered nor Tenant's ooltgation
'o pay; (!) rent, or (2) its share of taxes, insurance and Common Facilities proration charges be increased thereoy. Tenant agrees that it
shall consent to and execute any such amendment or modification of this Lease as may oe requested by said mortgage company or companies within seven (7) days of Landlord's request therefor. It is agreed, however, that no such amendment or modification shall be
required of Tenant after the date of commencement of the term hereof. In the event Tenant fails to consent to any such amendment or
modification. Landlord, at its option, may cancel and terminate this Lease upon written notice to Tenant, without fun her tiabtiity to
either party hereto.

Section 16. Leasehold Priority and Subordination
Tenant agrees, that upon written request of Landlord. Tenant will execute, acknowledge and deliver any and ail instruments requested by Landlord which are necessary or proper to effect the subordination of this Lease to any mortgage or deed of trust. Should the
Leased Premises be acquired by any person or entity in connection wt(h any proceeding under the terms of any such mortgage or deed of
trust, *his Lease shall, at the option of such person, continue tn full force and effect for so long as Tenant is not in default hereunder and
Tenant hereby attorns and agrees to attorn to such person or entity.

Section 17. Compliance with Laws
A. Tenant shall promotiy comply with all taws, ordinances, orders and regulations affecting the Leased Premises, and the building in
which the same are situated and their cleanliness, safety, occupation and use. Tenant shad not do or permit anything to be done in or
about the Leased Premises, or bring or keep anything in the Leased Premises that will in any way increase the rate of fire insurance upon
the Leased Premises or the building in which the Leased Premises are situated or on any other building tn the Shopping Center. Tenant
shall not perform any acts or carry on any practices that may injure adjoining buildings or be a nuisance or menace to other persons or
businesses in the area or disturb the quiet enjoyment of any person. Tenant shall not conduct or, with knowledge, permtt to be conducted
any waste or public or private nuisance on the Leased Premises or any ponton of the Snooping Center within whicn the same 3re located
It is further agreed between Landlord and Tenant thu Tenant will protect, indemnify, defend and save and keep Landlord, its agents. 5«.
vants, empiovees. and/or its successors or assigns forever harmless and indemnified from and against any and ail tiabtiity, penaitic*
damages, costs, expenses and attornevs' fees ansing out of or by reason of: (a) any accident or other occurrence on or about the Leased
Premises causing miury to persons or property whomsoever or whatsoever and Tenant will protect, ndemnify, and save and ken*
harmless Landlord against and from any and ail claim, loss, damage or expense ansing out of any failure of Tenant in any respect to com
pty with the performance of ail of the requirements and provisions of this Lease, and (bi Tenant's failure to prevent any employee, oc an*»
other person, from entering upon, or remaining in. any employment or place of employment upon the Leased Premises wnich is not satr
or which does not comply with the terms of the Occupational Safety and Health Act ot 1970 (29 USC Section 651, et seq) and ail otp*
appiicaoie laws pertaining thereto as they may now or hereafter exist and apply to the Leased Premises.

Section IS. Subordination of Landlord's Utn
Landlord, within a reasonaolc time after demand from Tenant, shall execute and deliver any document required by any bona fide
supplier, lessor, or lender, >n connection with the installation m the Leased Premises ot Tenant's personal property or Tenant's trade fit
tures, n which Landlord subordinates to the lien of such supplier, lessor, or lender any rights ic may have or acquire with respect to thapropeny, if the said supplier, lessor, or lender agrees tn writing that, for so long as it possesses any interest therein or daim thereto, it will
remove that property from the Leased Premises within fifteen (13) days of the expiration, or earlier termination, of the term of this Lease,
and that in any sucn event, it will mane, forthwith, ail repairs and restoration to the Leased Premises that are necessitated by removal of
suchfixturesand propeny. Tenant conveys and grants unto Landlord a lien, secured by ail of said personal propeny and tradefixturesat
any time 'n or upon the Leased Premises, not inconsistent with the foregoing provisions of ttus Section 18, and Tenant shaii execute and
deliver unto Landlord, upon request, juch instruments and documents as are requested by Landlord. :o secure unto Landlord. Landlord's
security interest therein. Upon the exotratton of the term hereof, and provided Tenant is not in default hereunder. Landlord snail, jpon
request, execute sucn release of said lien as may be requested by Tenant. In the event of any defauit hereunder. Landlord mav, m addition
to ail other nghts of Landlord hereunder, and at law or equity, proceed to foreclose upon such lien, and to otherwise levy upon the samr
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e « i o n 19.

No Partnership

Notwithstanding any other express or implied provision of this Lease. Landlord shall not. in any wav or for anv purpose, become or
be deemed to be a partner of Tenant, in its business or otherwise, or a joint venturer, or a mrmber of any joint enterprise with Tenant.
Section 20.

Insurance and Hold Harmless

A. Fire Insurance. During the term hereof. Landlord shall keep the buildings and improvements within which the Leased Premises
are located, insured against loss or damage by fire, with extended coverage and vandalism and malicious mischief endorsement or their
equivalents, together with such other insurance coverage as Landlord may deem reasonably applicable in such insurance companies as
Landlord snail select and in amounts not less than eighty percent (80wo) of the replacement cost of the building and structures insured with
loss payable thereunder to Landlord and to any authorized encumbrancer of Landlord (with standard mortgagee ioss payable clause) in
accordance with their respective interests. Landlord may, at its option, maintain rent insurance for the benefit of Landlord equal to at
least one year's rent hereunder. If this Lease is terminated as a resuit of damage by fire or casualty as set forth in Section 13 hereof, ail insurance proceeds shall be paid to and retained by Landlord, subject to the rights of any authorized encumbrancer of Landlord. Tenant
shall reimburse Landlord, within fifteen (15) days of date of billing therefor, for Tenant's share of the insurance earned hereunder.
Tenant shall further pay to Landlord the entire amount of the increase, if any, in insurance rates, which is caused in whole or in part by
Tenant's use of the Leased Premises, over the lowest rate obtainable by Landlord within rhe Shopping Center. As used in this Section
20.A. Tenant's share shall mean the fraction m which the numerator is the number of square feet of floor area in the Leased Premises and
the denominator is the total square feet of floor area, excluding mezzanines, in all buildings, whether leased or ieaseable. vnich are
evidenced by, or included within. the policy or policies of insurance referenced herem, wntch include the Leased Premises. Landlord shall
have the right to collect and impound the estimated amount of Tenant's share of the insurance maintained pursuant hereto and. in such
event. Tenant shall pay the same on a monthly basis, in advance, for Tenant's account based upon Landlord's reasonable estimate of the
monthly amount of Tenant's share thereof and Tenant shall pay to Landlord sucn imoounds upon the basis and at the times hereinbefore
described for the payment of rent. Landlord shall not be required to separate amounts so impounded from impounds of its other tenants
in the Shopping Center, nor shall Landlord be required to pay any interest on such imoounds. If the foregoing method of impounds is
elected by Landlord, at the end of each calendar year (or fiscal year elected by Landlord* the actual costs shall be reported by Landlord to
Tenant. If Tenant's share of the actual costs for any such year exceeds the amount paid by Tenant to Landlord. Tenant shall promptly
reimburse Landlord for the amount of excess: provided, however, if Tenant's share for any such year is less than said amount. Landlord
shall promptly refund the difference to Tenant, without liability for interest therefor. At the end of each such year, the monthly payment
to be made by Tenant shall be adjusted so tftat the montniy payments for the next year will be equal to an amount reasonably estimated by
Landlord to be one-twelfth (1/12) of Tenant's annual share of such insurance, as aforesaid.
3. Liability Insurance. Tenant shall, at its cost and expense, at all times dunng (he term of this Lsase. maintain and carry for the
joint benefit, and in the names, of Tenant and Landlord, as co-insureds, with cross liability endorsement, property damage and penonai
liability insurance by the terms of which Tenant and Landlord shall be indemnified against liability for damage or injury to property or
person (including death) occurring on the Leased Premises, or any part thereof, or arising from the use or occupancy thereof, or arising
directly or indirectly from any a a or omission of Tenant, its employees, agents, representatives, assigns or licensees. Such insurance policy
or policies shall name Landlord, and others designated by Landlord as having an insurable interest in the Leased Premises, is additional
insured(s) and shall be earned and maintained by Tenant on the minimum basis of One Million and 00/100 Dollars ($ 1.000.000.00) Combined Single Limit for bodily injury (including death) and property damage, and Tenant shall deliver to Landlord the certificate of each insurance earner as to each such insurance policy pnor to commencement of the term hereof, and thereafter at (east thirty (30) days prior to
the expiration of anv such policy. In the event the terms of this Lease snail permit the sale of alcoholic beverages from or on the Leased
Premises, such insurance as earned by Tenant hereunder shall include dram shop iiaoilitv insurance. It is further agreed that Tenant shall,
at its cost and expense, at ail times during the term of this Lease, maintain and carry piate glass insurance with respect to all plate glass,
windows and glazing, of that portion of the building and improvements within wnich the Leased Premises are contained, in an amount
equal to the replacement cost thereof, sucn insurance to otherwise comply, and be suoject to. the requirements and standards of that as set
fortn herein with respect to liability insurance to be earned by Tenant. The limits of ail such insurance carried by Tenant hereunder shall
be increased, at Landlord's option, upon the expiranon of twenty-four (24) calendar months after the commencement of the term hereof,
and upon the expiration of each twenty-four (24) calendar month period thereafter, in proportion to the increase in the Consumer Pnce
Index as is set forth in Section 4.C. hereof with respect to adjustment of the Fixed Minimum Rent. In the event Tenant fails at any time
iunrtg the term of this Lease to obtain insurance required to be earned bv Tenant hereunder or to provide to Landlord such evidence
[hereof. Landlord may, but shall not be required, in addition to ail other rights and remedies of Landlord hereof, procure such insurance,
n which event Tenant shall pay to Landlord, upon demand, the cost and expense thereof, together with interest thereon at the maximum
•ate permitted by law. .All insurance carried by Tenant shall be issued as a pnmary policy by an insurance company authorized to do
business in the state in which the Leased Premises are located with a Best's minimum policy-holder rating of *'A" status or better and a
Best's financial category minimum rating of Cass XI status or better as rated in the most recent edition of Best's Insurance Reports, or as
otherwise aoproved by Landlord.
C. Notice. Each insurance policy shall contain a clause that it cannot be cancelled or reduced in scooe without thirty (30) days' prior
*ntten notice to Landlord and to any mortgagee or trust deed holder of wnom the insurer has been notified in writing.
D. Hold Harmless and Waiver of Claims. Tenant covenants and agrees that neither Landlord nor its agents, servants or employees,
mail at any time or to any extent whatsoever be liable, responsible or m anywise accountable for any ioss. injury, death or damage to per;onis) or property which at anv time may be suffered or sustained by Tenant or by any person(s) wnomsocver wno mav at any time be
jsing or occupying or visiting the Leased Premises or be in. on or about the same, or the sidewalks or land adjacent thereto or wno may oe
mured as a resuit of any act. omission or negligence whetner arising from the sale of aiconoiic beverages, or otherwise, vhetner or not
;ucn loss, injury, death or damage shall be caused by or in any manner resuit from or anse out of anv act, omission or negligence of
Tenant or of any occupant, subtenant, agent, assignee, employee, visitor, invitee or user of any ponion of the Leased Premises, or from
he use or occupancy of the Leased Premises, or arising from any breach or default of Tenant hereunder, and Tenant shall and herewith
loes forever indemnify, defend, hold and save Landlord, it agents, servants and emptovees free and harmless of. from and against any
ind all claims, liability, loss, cost, expense or damage whatsoever, including, but not by way of limitation, attorneys' fees, on account of
iny loss, injury, death, or damage occumng on, in , or about ihe Leased Premises. ?r arising from the use or occupancy of the Leased
Premises, or the violation of any law, rule, ordinance, or regulation tnereon.
2. Waiver of Subrogation. With respect to loss or damage resulting from any cause insured against by the insurance to be carried
jy Landlord pursuant to the terms of Section Z0.A. hereof, and with respect to any similar insurance of the type referenced in said Section
10.A. jvnicn is maintained by Tenant, the oarties hereto waive any and ail nghts of recovery against the otner. and eacn sucn panv hereoy
igrees that it shall not maice any claim against the other, or seek to recover from the other, for toss of or damage to me otner. or its pro-

peny, or property of others under its control, and each party hereto shail give notice to any insurance earner of the foregoing waiver of
subrogation, and obtains from such earner a waiver of right to recovery against the other piny hereto, its agents and employees. In furtherance of the foregomr, Tenant agrees that in the event of a sale of the Leased Prem ses by Landlord, the hereinabove waiver of
subrogation shail continue in favor of the original Landlord hereunder, and any subsequent landlord, as well as be in favor of any such
purchaser, and their respective successors and assigns.

Section 21. Repcirs. Maintenance, Alterations tad Removal of Equipment
A. At ail times Tenant shail keep the Leased Premises and the interior of the building and improvements within which the same are
located, the waikways adjacent :o the Leased Premises, and any loading platforms and service areas allocated for (he use of Tenant,
wnether or not such use be exclusive, clean and free from rubbish, din. snow and ice. Tenant shall maintain in good order and condition
and otherwise repair and replace as and when necessary, ail snow windows, plate glass, and show cases comprising a pan of the Leased
Premises or within which the Leased Premises are contained. Tenant shail not piace any rubbish or other matter outside any building
within the Shopping Center, except m such containers as are authorized from time to time by Landlord. Etcept as specifically provided in
(his Section 2!. and in Section 24 (Condemnation) and Section 23 (Fire and Casualty Damage), Landlord shaii not be obligated to repair.
replace, maintain or alter the Leased Premises, or the building or improvements within which the same are located, and Tenant waives ail
laws m contravention thereof. With regard to repairs. Tenant expressly waives any nght pursuant to any law now existing, or which may
be effective dunng the term hereof, to make repairs at Landlord's expense, including, without limitation, should the Shopping Center be
located in the State of California, the provi;.ons of Sections 193212), 3933(4), 1941 and 1942 of the California Civil Code, and any provisions axnendatorv thereof or supplemental thereto.
3. Tenant shail not have the right to make any additions, alterations, changes or improvements to the Leased Premises unless Landlord, m its discretion, has approved the same in advance and in writing. No additions, alteration, change or improvement snail be made
which will weaken tm» structural strength, lessen the value of or change the architectural appearance or elevation oi any buiiding or other
construction. Ail alterations, additions, and improvements made or *nstailed by Tenant to or upon the Leased Premises and the buiiding
within wmch the same axe located, except signs, cases, counters or other removable trade fixtures, snail at once when made or installed be
deemed to have attached to the freehold and to nave become the propeny of Landlord.
C. Landlord reserves the ngnt. at any time and from time to time throughout the term of this Lease, to let or make agreement!** or
contracts) and/or to otherwise arrange for, or perform, the maintenance, repair and operation (or any combination thereof) of: (a) the
heating and ventilating system, electrical, plumbing, pipes, *inng, conduit, sprinkler system (if any), and air conditioning apparatus of
the buiiding serving the Leased Premises, (b) the roof of the buiiding serving the Leased Premises, (O the exterior of the building within
«mch the Leased Premises are located, including, «uhout {imitation, the painting thereof, and fd) the structural portions of the building
within which the Leased Premises are located, or any of the foregoing or any comomation thereof, in which such event. Tenant shail
promptly pay to Landlord, within fifteen 115) days of billing thereof. Tenant's share of the cost of any such maintenance, repair or operation, as aforesaid, plus a management fee to Landlord equal to fifteen percent US"*) ot the cost of the foregoing, *hicn share shall be
apportioned according to the floor area of the Leased Premises as it relates to the totai floor area of the buiiding or buildings which are so
maintained, repaired or operated, as atoresaid, provided, however, m ihe case of a maintenance contract for anv of the foregoing, payment of Tenant's snare shall be made in advance tn the amount designated by Landlord, from tune to time, on the first dav of every month
during the term hereof. Any portion of the foregoing to tne contrary notwithstanding, in the event any such maintenance, repair or operation, as aforesaid, is attributable to the negligent act or omission of Tenant, or to anv violation by Tenant of any provision of this Lease.
Tenant shaii pay to Landlord, as aforesaid, an amount equal to the cost o( any such maintenance, repair, or operation io attributable to
me act or omission of Tenant. Landlord mav make such repairs and perform such maintenance and ooeration without liability to Tenant
for any loss or damage that may accrue to Tenant's merchandise, fixtures, or otner property, or to Tenant's business by reason thereof,
unless due to the willful misconduct of Landlord.

Section 22. Mechanic's Liens
A. Tenant agrees to keep ail of the Leased Premises and every pan thereof and all buildings and other improvements within which
the same a/e located free and clear of and from any and all mechanic's, matenaimen s and other liens for work or labor done, services.
performed, materials, appliances, transportation or power contributed, used or furnished to be used in or about the Leased Premises to o.
on the order of Tenant, and Tenant snail promptly and fuily pay and discharge any and all claims upon wnich any such lien may or could
be based within ten 110) days after 'earning of the existence thereof and Tenant shall save and hold Landlord and ail of the Lease*!
Premises and all buildings and improvements within which the same are contained free and harmless o( and from any and ail such lien:.
and claims of liens and suits or other proceedings arising out of materials or services furnished to or on the order of Tenant. Tenant agre».
to give Landlord written notice not less than (en (10) days in advance of the commencement of any construction, liter at ion. addition
improvement, installation, or repair costing in excess of Five Hundred and 0O/t0O Dollars (S500.00) in order that Landlord may post
appropriate notices of Landlord's non-responsibility, and, funher. to secure, at Tenant's sole cost and expense, a oond indemnifying and
releasing Landlord and the Leased Premises from the effect of ail aforesaid liens, with corporate surety, and in form, satisfactory tc
Landlord.
3. No mechanic's or matenaimen s liens or mongages, deeds of trust, or other liens of any character whatsoever created or suffered
by Tenant shall in any wav, or to any extent, affect the interest or ngnts of Landlord in any buildings or other improvements on or aoout
'he Leased Premises, or attacfl to or affect Landlord's title to or ngnts in the Leased Premises.

Section 23. Fire tnd Casualty Dimsgt
If the Leased Premises snail be damaged by Hre or casualty but are not thereoy rendered untenable in whole or in part. Landlord shail
have the ootion to cause such damage to he repaired from the insurance proceeds paid pursuant to such damage, and the rent shail not be
itsaied. !f by reason of such occunence or occunences the Leased Premises shall be rendered untenable either n *noie or m pan.
Landlord likewise snail have the option to cause the damage to oe repaired, n which case the Fixed Minimum Rent provided hereunder
snail be abated proportionately as to the portion of the Leased Premises rendered untenable: provided, however, here shail be no sucn
aoatement to the extent that Landlord is oaid the proceeds of the rent insurance maintained pursuant to the terms of Section 10.A. hereof.
Landlord may, however, in any ot the above events and at us election, terminate this Lease by giving Tenant written notice ot Landlord's
tlecnon within sixty (60) days following the date of the occunence. and in sucn event the Lease-hail terminate on tne date of such nonet
—' —- -1*-'• *»- <**«#»«#<* J« af the date of such nottce. In no event shall Landlord be liable to make repairs costing in excess ot tht

fectlon 24. Condemnation
A. General. If title to ail or any portion of the Leased Premises be taken by a public or quasi-public authority under any statute or
byrightof eminent domain or bv private purchase in lieu thereof, (hen (he rights of the parties to share in ihe condemnation award or purchase price thereby resulting shall be governed hereby.
3. Total or Material Taking. Should ail or any portion of the Leased Premises be taken in such a manner as to materially interfere
with Tenant's use and occupancy thereof, then either party, by giving written notice to (he other party within thirty (30) days after such
taking, may terminate this Lease as of the date of such notice, or should any tenant or occupant ocaioying more than 10.000 square feet of
building area in the Shopping Center cancel its lease or abandon its premises by reason of any such taking or damage, or should more than
fifty percent (50^«) of the area of land described in Exhibit '\V* hereto be so taken, or should more than twenty percent (20^«> of the
Leased Premises be so taken, then Landlord, by giving written notice to Tenant within sixty (60) days after such taking, may terminate this
Lease as of the date oi such notice, la the event oi any such taking. Landlord shall be entitled to any and all awards and payments except
Tenant shall be entitled to oniv that portion of any award allocated to (he taking of Tenant's fixtures and personal property. None oi the
awards or payments to Landlord shall be subject to any diminution or apportionment on behalf of Tenant or otherwise.
C. Partial Taking. In the event oi a partial taking of the Leased Premises, and the Lease is not cancelled, then this Lease as to the
pan so taken only shall terminate as of the date that possession o( sucn part of the Leased Premises be so taken, and the Fixed Minimum
Rent herein provided for shall be reduced in (he proportion that the square footage oi the ground floor of building area of the Leased
Premises so taken bears to the total building floor area of the Leased Premises existing before sucn taking. Landlord shall diligently
replace or repair the building within which (he Leased Premises are located but at a cost to Lanalord not to exceed the condemnation
award received by Landlord for such repairs. In the event oi such partial taking Landlord shail be -milled to my and ail awards and
payments except Tenant shall be entitled to cnly that portion oi any award allocated to the taking of Tenant's fixtures and personal property. None of the awards or payments shail be subject to any diminution or apportionment on oehaif of Tenant or otherwise.
Section 25. Default
If Tenant shall default in the payment of any rent or charge or sum of money due, or to be paid by Tenant hereunder, and such
default shall continue for a period of five i 5) days after written notice thereof from Lanalord, or if Tenant snail conduct, or permit any act
of waste or nuisance on or with respect to the Leased Premises or any portion thereof, and the same shall not be corrected within five (5)
days after written notice thereof from Landlord, or if Tenant shail default in the performance or observance of any other term, covenant,
agreement or obligation of this Lease to be performed or observed by Tenant, and such default snail continue for a period of ten (10) days
after written notice thereof by Landlord, or tf more than two (2) of any of the foregoing defaults, or any combination thereof, shall occur
in any single twelve (12) month period during the term hereof, whether or not the same be timely cured, or if Tenant shail vacate or abandon the Leased Premises, then Landlord shail have, in addition to any other remedies available at law, without further notice to Tenant.
wd without barring later election of any other remedy, any one or more oi the following remedies ac Landlord's election:
A. Lanalord may require smct performance oi ail the terms, covenants, agreements and obligations hereof is the same shail
accrue, and have the ri^it of action therefor; or
B. 3y written notice to Tenant. Landlord may terminate this Lease, reenter the Leased Premises by process of law. remove ail
panics in possession thereof therefrom and repossess said Leased Premises, in which event. Landlord shail have the right to
recover from Tenant: (1) the worth, at the time of the award oi the unpaid rent that had been earned at the time of termination of this Lease: (2) the worth, at the time of the award, oi the amount by which the unpaid rent that would have been earned after the date oi termination of this Lease until the time of award exceeds the amount o( loss oi rent that Tenant proves
could have been reasonably avoided: (3) the worth, at the time of the award of the amount bv which the unpaid rent for the
balance of the term after the time of award exceeds the amount of the loss of rent that Tenant proves could have reasonably
been avoided: and (4) anv other amount, and court costs, necessary to comoensate Landlord for all detriment proximately
caused by Tenant's default. "The worth, at the time of the award." u used in (I) and (2) oi this Subparagraon 3. is to be
computed by allowing interest at the rate of ten percent (10w») per annum, or the maximum lawful rate, wnichever is the
lesser: "the worth, at the time of the award," as referred to »n (3) of this Subparagraon 3. is to be computed by discounting
the amount at the discount rate of the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco at the time of the award, plus one percent (1 <*«),
or the maximum lawful rate, whichever is the lesser.
All rights and remedies of Landlord herein enumerated shail be cumulative and none shall exclude any otherrightor remedy allowed by
law, or equity; and likewise, the exercise by Landlord of any remedy provided for herein or allowed by law or equity shall not be to the exclusion oi any other remedy.
Landlord and Tenant further agree that in the event Tenant breaches this Lease, or 3ny covenant, term, or condition hereunder, and
abandons the Leased Premises, or any portion thereof, this Lease shall continue in force and effect for so long as Lanalord does not terminate Tenant's right to possession, as set forth in this Lease, and Landlord may enforce ail rights and remedies oi Lanalord including,
without (imitation, the right to recover rental as it becomes due hereunder. Acts of maintenance or preservation, or efforts to relet the
Leased Premises, or the appointment of a teceiver upon the initiation oi the Landlord to protect the Landlord's interests under this Lease
shail not constitute a termination oi Tenant's right to possession.
Any re-entry shail be allowed by Tenant without let or hindrance, and Landlord shail not be liable in damages for any such re-entry,
or be guilty of trespass or forcible entry. No act by Landlord hereunder shail terminate this Lease unless Landlord notifies Tenant m
writing that Landlord elects to terminate this Lease.
It is further agreed that Landlord, at any ttme after Tenant commits a default, may cure the default at Tenant's cost, and otherwise
take sucn aaion with resoect thereto as Landlord shall deem reasonably necessary and Landlord shall have no liability therefor. If
Landlord at any time, by reason of Tenant's default, pays any sum or does any act that requires the payment of anv sum. or if Landlord
incurs any exoense, including attorneys' fees, in instituang proceedings, or defending any action or proceeding instituted by reason of any
default of Tenant hereunder, the sum or expense oaid by Landlord, vuh ail interest, costs, and damages, shall be due immediately from
Tenant to Landlord at ths time the same is paid, and if not so immediately paid by Tenant, snail bear interest as hereinafter provided.
Any sums to be paid to Landlord under this Lease not paid when due shail bear interest at the rate of ten percent (10***) per annum
from the date due until paid: provided, however, in no event shail any amount in excess of the maximum lawful rate of interest ever be
cnaxged or payable hereunder.
Section 26. Surrender oi Premises
A. Upon any termination of this Lease, whether by lapse of time, cancellation pursuant to an election provided for herein, forfeiture, or otherwise. Tenant shail surrender immediately possession oi the Leased Premises and ail buildings and imorovements within
which the same are located to Landlord in good and tenantabie repair, reasonaoie wear and tear and damage fromfireor other casualty or
peril excepted.
-.

3. At any time during the term of this Lease, and upon the termination of this Lease, Tenant, if Tenant is at such time not in
default hereunder, snail have the right to remove from the Leased Premises ail furniture, furnishings, signs and equipment belonging to
Tenant then installed or in place in, on or about the Leased Premises: provided, however. Tenant shall, and it covenants and agrees to,
make ail repairs to the Leased Premises required because of such removal If any of such property shall remain on the Leased Premises
after the end of the term hereof, such property shall be and become, at the option o( Landlord, the property of Landlord without any
claim therein of Tenant; provided that Landlord may direct Tenant to remove such property, in which case Tenant agrees to do so, and to
reimburse Landlord for any expense of removal in the event Tenant shall faii to remove such property if and when directed:
C. Upon termination of this Lease. Tenant snail surrender the Leased Premises in a neat and clean condition, and Tenant shall
repair any holes or openings made by Tenant in the wails, roof or floor of the building, remove any protuberance and perform any
maintenance or repairs required of Tenant by this Lease. If directed so to do by Landlord, Tenant shall also remove any improvements,
additions or alterations made to the Leased Premises by Tenant even though such improvements by the terms oi this Lease become a pan
of the Leased Premises.
0. Upon termination of this Lease. Tenant shall execute a quitclaim deed, quitclaiming ail of its right, title and interest in and to the
Leased Premises to the Landlord.
H. This Lease shall terminate and shaii become null and void without further notice upon the expiration of the term herein specified, and any holding over by Tenant after such expiration shall not constitute a renewal hereof or give Tenant anyrightsunder this Lease.
If Tenant shall hold over for any period after the expiration of said term. Landlord may, at its option, exercised by written notice to
Tenant, treat Tenant as a Tenant from month to month commencing on the first day following the expiration of this Lease, subject to the
terms and conditions herein contained except that the Fixed Minimum Rent, which shall be payable in advance monthly, snail be one hundred fifty percent <I50W«) of said Fixed Minimum Rent applicable at the date of expiration. If Tenant fails to surrender the Leased
Premises upon the expiration of this Lease. Tenant shall indemnify and hold Landlord harmless from all loss or liability, including
without limitation, any claims made by any succeeding tenant founded on or resulting from such failure to surrender.
Section 27.

Force Majeure

Prosecution of any construction, repairs or rebuilding any building, improvement or other structure herein snail be excused to the
fxtent that the delay is occasioned by the other party, strikes, threats of strikes, blackouts, war, threats of * v , bombing, insurrection,
invasion, acts of God, calamities, civil commotions, violent action of the elements, fire, action or regulations oi any governmental
authority, state. law or ordinances, impossibility of obtaining materials, or other matters or things, whether similar or dissimilar to the
foregoing, beyond the reasonable control of ihe obligated party.
Section 23.

OtTsct Statements

A. Tenant agrees at any time upon not less than ten < 10) days' pnor written request of Landlord, to execute, acknowledge and deliver
to Landlord ?statement in writing in the form attached as Exhibit "E" hereto, certifying that this Lease is unmodified and in full force
and effect and Landlord is not in default (or if modified, in full force and effect as modified and stating modifications, or if there is any
default stattng such default), the dates to which rental or other sums have been paid in advance, and setting forth sucn further information
with respect to this Lease or the Leased Premises as may be requesied thereon, it being intended rhat any such statement delivered pursuant to this Section 23 may be relied upon by any prospective purchaser, mortgagee, assignee, or beneficiary. Tenant shall also deliver to
any prospective institutional lender of Landlord within Rfteen (15) days of Landlord's request therefor, from time to time. Tenant's latest
financial statements and such specific subordination agreement on lender's form as may be required by such lender.
8. Tenant's failure to deliver such statement within such time shall be conclusive uoon Tenant (i) that this Lease is in full force and
effect, without modification except as may be represented by Landlord, (ii) that there are no uncured defaults in Landlord's performance
of Landlord's obligations hereunder, (iii) that not more than one month's rent has been paid in advance, and (iv* that any otner information with respect to this lease or the Leased Premises requested to be confirmed therein is true and correct, and any such failure may be
considered by Landlord as a default of Tenant under this Lease. It is further agreed that Tenant snail be liable to Landlord, and shall
indemnify Landlord from and against, any loss. cost, damage or expense, incidental, consequential, or otherwise, arising or accruing
directly or indirectly, out of any failure of Tenant to deliver to Landlord any statement in the time and manner required pursuant to (his
Section 23.
Section
A.
thereof
3.

29. Rights Reserved by Landlord
Easements. Landlord expressly reserves ail rights in and with respect to the Leased Premises not inconsistent with Tenant's u.\
as in this Lease provided.
Inspection.
(1) Tenant agrees to permit Landlord or the authorized representatives of Landlord to enter the Leased Premises at ail reasonable times during usual business hours for the purposes of (a) inspecting same, and (b) making such repairs or reconstruction required CA
permitted by Landlord, and (c* performing any work therein that may be necessary by reason of Tenant's default under the terms of this
Lease, without prior written notice thereof to Tenant. Notning herein shail imply any duty upon the pan oi Landlord to do any sucn work
which, under the provisions of this Lease, Tenant may be required to perform, and the performance thereof bv Landlord shail not
constitute a waiver of Tenant's default in failing to perform the same. In the tyent Landlord makes any repairs or maintenance which
Tenant has tailed to do, the cost thereof snail be paid to Landlord with the next installment of rental hereunder.
(2) Landlord is hereby given the right during usual business hours to enter the Leased Premises and to exhibit the same for purposes of sale, lease, or mortgage, and during the last six (6) months of the term of this Lease, to exnibit the same to any prospective tenant,
and to post any signs on or about the Leased Premises regarding such sale, !ease or mortgage.
C. Accord and Satisfaction. No payment by Tenant or receipt by Landlord of a iesscr amount than the monthly rent herein
stipulated shall be deemed to be other than on account of the earliest stipulated rent, nor shail any endorsement or statement on any check
or any letter accompanying any check or payment as rent be deemed an accord and satisfaction, and Landlord may accept such check or
payment without prejudice to Landlord's right to recover the balance of such rent or pursue any other remedy in this lease provided.
Section 30. Utility Rationing
Tenant icxnowiedges that the Leased Premises may become subject to the rationing of utility services, or restrictions on use. Notwithstanding any such rationing or restrictions on use of any sucn utility services. Tenant acknowledges and agees that its tenancy and
occupancy hereunder shail be subieet to such rationing restrictions as are now or which may be imposed upon Landlord. Tenant, the Leas~< o » . m „ M „„ ••,. -?K«*«i«« r+T,t*r and Tenant nhail in no event h« excused or relieved from any covenant or ooligation to be kept or

peitormea oy iemuu oy reason ui 4ii>
any amount, tax. charge, jurcharge, assessment, or imposition levied, assessed or imposed upon the Leased Premises, or Tenant's use and
occupancy thereof, or the utility services-cheretn, or the delivery or use thereof, or as a result, whether directly or indirectly, of any such
rationing or restrictions.
Section 31. Merchants' Association
A. At anv time during the term o( this Lease, Landlord shall have the right, but not the obligation, to form a Merchants* Association
for the Shopping Center. The objectives and purposes of any such Merchants' Association shail be strictly limited to encouraging the
members thereof to deal fairly and courteously with their respective customers, encouraging the memoers thereof to adhere to ethical
business practices, and to assist the fenerti business of the members (hereof through sales promotion activities and advertising proqrzmt.
In the event Landlord shall elect to form any such Merchants' Association. Tcnint hereby agrees to promptly become a member thereof,
and at ail times during the term of this Lease, to participate fully, and to <em*in in good standing therein, and to abide by any and ail bylaws, rules and regulations thereof. Nothing in said by-laws, rules or regulations of the said Merchants' Association shall be in conflict
with the provisions of this Lease tincluding, without limiting (he generality of the foregoing, any reasonable rules and regulations adopted
pursuant to the provisions of Section fl.A. hereoO or in any wty shall affect the rights of Landlord. Tenant hereoy agrees to pay minimum
annual dues to any such Merchants' Association, based upon the gross leased area of the Leased Premises, .alginate e in accordance with
the following jehedulo as a g r e e d upon by che m a j o r i t y o f che m e r c h a n t s .
Greta Leased Area
of Leased Premises
For tht first 500 square feet
For tht neat 2.000 square feet

For the next 7,200 tautrejsst
?5T tht-rnrn T r 7 ? c rvrt<f* f**t
For any" remaining square feet

*•**""

Mluluium Annual
Dees
_ _ _ _
11 square foot

•—"

^er square foot
— ^ _ _ per square foot
50.00 per square

foot

—

Said minimum annual dues shail be paid each year in twelve (12) equal monthly installments, in advance, on the first day of each month of
ihe term of this Lease, commencing on the first day of the month which follows the formation of any such Merchants' Association by
Landlord. The amount of said minimum annual dues shail be increased, at Landlord's option, upon the expiration of twenty-four (24)
calendar months after the commencement ai the term hereof, and upon the expiration of each twenty-four (24) month period (hereafter.
in proportion to the increase in the Consumer Price Index, is is let forth in Section 4 . C hereof with respect to adjustment of Fixed
Minimum Annual Rent, provided, however, that the denominator of the fraction (o be used for such computation, for the purposes of
this Suboaragraoh A. only, shall be the Consumer Price Index, as referenced in said Section 4.C., as published upon, or in effect as of.
January I. 1980.
3. Grand Opening. Landlord may assess Tenant and Tenant shail pay, the same amount as the minimum annual dues to be paid by
Tenant to any Merchants' Association (whether or not formed) calculated in accordance with the schedule set forth in Subparagraph A.
hereof, as a Grand Opening Assessment to be used in the promotion of any grand opening of the Shopping Center. Said assessment shail
be due and payable at the time Tenant is tendered possession of the Leased Premises and is in addition to any annual dues assessed pursuant to Subparagraph A. above: provided that Landlord shail have no ooiiganon to expend any sums for any such grand opening in
excess of those actually collected by Landlord pursuant to the terms of this Subparagrapn 3.
C. Landlord makes no representation as to the date of opening for business, if at all, of any past, present, or future tenant of the
Shopping Center or with respect to the number. iize% nature of business, identity or hours of operation of any other tenant or occupant of
the Shopping Center whatsoever.
Section 32.

Miscellaneous

A. Loss and Damage. Landlord shail not be liable for any damage to property of Tenant or of others located on the Leased Premises,
nor for the loss of or damage to any property of Tenant or of others by theft or otherwise. Landlord shall not be iiaole for any injury or
damage to persons or property resulting from fire, explosion, falling piaster, steam, gas, electricity, water, rain or leaks from any part of
the Leased Premises or from (he pipes, appliances or plumbing works or from the roof, street or subsurface or from any other place or by
dampness or by any other cause of whatsoever nature. Landlord shall not be liable for any such damage caused by other tenants or persons
in the Leased Premises, occupants of adjacent propeny, of rhe Shopping Center, or the public, or caused by operations in construction of
any private, public or quasi-public work. Landlord shall not be liable for any (atent defect in (he Leased Premises or in the building of
which they form a pan. All propeny of Tenant kept or stored on the Leased Premises shall be so kept or stored at the nsk of Tenant.
3. Lease 31nding on Successors. The terms, covenants and agreements herein contained shall bind and inure to the benefit of
Landlord and Tenant, and each of their heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns, subject to the provisions of this Lease. No
rights, however, shall inure to (he benefit of any assignee of Tenant unless the assignment to such assignee has been approved by Landlord
as set fonh in Section 13 hereof.
C. Attorneys' Fees. In the event that legal proceedings are brought or commenced to enforce the terms of this Lease, the prevailing
party shall be entitled to recover from the other party all costs and expenses of such proceedings, including reasonable attorneys' fees.
whether or not any proceedings are prosecuted to judgment.
0 . Sale of Leased Premises. The term "Landlord" as used in this Lease shail mean the owner of Landlord's estate in and to the Leased Premises. If the Landlord's interest and estate in and to the Leased Premises is sold or assigned by Landlord, the seiler shail be entirely
freed, :eiieved. and discharged of all covenants, agreements, and obligations under this Lease, except those occurring pnor to the date of
sucn sale by Landlord, and attnbutable to Landlord's penod of ownership of such interest and estate.
E. Corporate Resolutions. If a Corporation executes this Lease as Tenant, Tenant shall, concurrently upon such execution of the
Lease, furnish Landlord with cenified corporate resolutions attesting to (he authority of the officers so executing the Lease to execute the
same on behalf of such corporation.
F. Notices. Any notice or demand required or permitted by law or by any of the provisions of this Lease shail be in wnting. All
notices or demands by Landlord to Tenant snail be deemed to have been properly given when served oersonaily on an executive officer or
partner of Tenant or on che individual compnsing Tenant (as the case may be* or when sent by registered or cenified mail, postage
prepaid, addressed to Tenant at the address of the Leased Premises, or at the address set forth in the Fundamental Lease Provisions. Ail
notices or demands by Tenant to Landlord shail be deemed to have been prooeriy given if served personally on an executive officer of
Landlord, or wnen sent by registered or cenified mail, postage prepaid, addressed to Landlord at the address set fonh tn the Fundamental
Lease Provisions. Either party hereto may change the place to which notices are to be given by advising the other party in wnting. If any
aouce or other document is sent by mail, as aforesaid, ihe same shail be deemed served or delivered fony-eight (43) hours after the mailing
Landlord's I n i t i a l ^ * *
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thereof, provided there u regular service
-nail, at the time of such mailing, between the
~e of mailing and the place to which such
notice or other document is mailed. If «»•,.« than one Tenant is named under this Lease, ~rvtce o( any notice upon any ont of said
Tenants ihail be deemed as service upon ail of said Tenants.
G. Section Headings. The headings or captions of Sections in this Lease are for convenience and reference only, and they m no way
define, limit, ot describe iht scope or intent of this Lease or the provisions of such Sections.
H. Gender and Interpretation o( Terms »nd Provisions. As used m this Lease and wnenever required by the context thereof, each
number, both singular or plural, shail include all numbers, and each tender shall indude ail tenders. Landlord and Tenant as used in (his
Lease or in any other instrument rtftrrtd to in or made a part of this Lease shall likewise include both the singular and the plurai. a cor*
porauon, co-partnersnip, individual or person icttnf in any fiduciary capacity u executor, administrator, trustee, or in any other
representative capacity. AJI covenants herein contained on the part of Tenant snail be joint and several.
I. Time of Essence. Time is hereby expressly declared to be of the essence of this Lease and of each and every covenant, term, condition, and provision hereof.
J. Impartial Construction. The language in alt parts of this Lease shall be in ail cases construed as a whole according to its fair meaning and not strictly for nor against either Landlord or Tenant.
K. Waiver. No weaver of any breach of the terms, covenants, agreements, restrictions or conditions of this Lease shail be construed
as a waiver of any succeeding breach of the same or other covenants, agreements, restrictions or conditions of this Lease, nor shail consent
to any assignment or lubiease be deemed to waive any requirement of consent of Landlord to any other assignment or sublease. The con*
sent or approval of either party 10 or of any act or matter requiring consent or approval shall not be deemed to waive or render
unnecessary consent to or approval of any subsequent or similar act or matter.
L. Partial Invalidity. If any term, covenant or condition o( this Lease or the application thereof to any person or circumstance shail.
to any extent, be invalid or unenforceable, the remainder of this Lease, or the application of such term, covenant or condition to persons
or circumstances other than those as to which it is held invalid or unenforceable shall not be affected thereby and each term, covenant, or
condition of this Lease shall be valid and be enforced to the fullest extent permuted by law It is agreed, however, that anything contained
m ihe preceding sentence to the contrary notwithstanding, m the event any court of competent jurisdiction makes a final adjudication to
the effect that any portion of this Lease is invalid under the law* of the state within wnich the Leased Premises are iocaied, at any other
apphcaole law. then in that event. Landlord shall have the right and option to terminate the entire Lease upon notice hereof to Tenant.
M. Remainder o( Shopping Center. Tenant acknowledges and agrees that it shall have no right of control, regulation, approval or
disapproval with respect to the use or development of that portion of iht Snooping Center which is not included within the Leased
Premises. It is understood by Tenant that Landlord may not now or in the future own all of the Shopping Center in which the Leased
Premises are located. Tenant agrees not to cancel us Lease, reduce or aoate its rents or pursue any other remedies under this Lease for any
violation of this Lease occurring by virtue of any act or omission on or with respect to property not owned by Landlord.
N Tenant s Acknowledgement of Condition of Leased Premises. Tenant agrees ihat its acceptance of the Leased Premises evidenced
bv Tenant's entry into possession thereof shail constitute unqualified proof that the Leased Premises are. as of the date of (he commencement of Tenant's occupancy thereof, in a tenantable and food condition; that Tenant will take tood care thereof, and Tenant hereby
waives all rights to make repairs at Landlord's expense. In respect to any partial destruction which Landlord may repair under any of the
provisions of this Lease. Tenant funher waives any rights which may permit Tenant to terminate this Lease for so long as Landlord so
repairs such destruction,
0 . No Option to Lease. The submission of this Lease for examination does not constitute a reservation of or optton for the Leased
Premises, and this Lease becomes effective as a Lease only upon execution and delivery thereof by Landlord and Tenant.
P Waiver o< Liability Anything in this Lease to the contrary notwithstanding. Tenant agrees that tt shail look solely to the estate
and property of the Landlord m the land and butidings comprising the Shopping Center and/or building within which the Leased Premises
are located, and subject to prior rights of any mortgagee of the premises, for the collection ot any judgment (or other judicial process) requiring the payment of money by Landlord in the event of any default or breacn by Landlord with respect to any of the terms, covenants
and conditions of this Lease to be observed and/or performed by Landlord, and no other assets of the Landlord snail be moject to levy,
execution or other procedures for the satisfaction of Tenant's remedies.
Q. Rights of Lenders. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Lease. Landlord shail not be in default under any provision
of this Lease unless written notice specifying such default is given to Landlord and to ail mortgagees and/or trust deed holders ot wmch
Tenant, prior to such notice, has been notified in writing. Tenant agrees that any such mortgagee or trust deed holder shail have the nght
to cure such default on behalf of Landlord within thirty (30) calendar days after receipt of such notice, plus such additional erne as is
reasonably necessary. Tenant further agrees not to invoke any of us remedies under this Lease until said thirty (30) davs have eiaosed. or
during any period that such mortgagee or trust deed holder is proceeding to cure such default with due diligence, or is taxing steps with duv
diligence to obtain the legal right to enter the Leased Premises or id joining property to cure the default.
R. Waiver of Jury Trial and Counterclaims. The parties hereto shail and they hereby do waive trial by jury in any action, proceeding
or counterclaim brought by either of the parties hereto against the other on any matters whatsoever arising out of or m any way connected
with this Lease, the relationship of Landlord and Tenant. Tenant's use or occupancy of the Leased Premises, and/or any claim of injury
or damage. In the event Landlord commences any proceedings for nonpayment of rent, or ahy other sums or amounts due hereunder.
Tenant will not interpose any counterclaim o( whatever nature or description m any such proceedings; provided, however, that nothing
contained herein shail be deemed or construed as a waiver of the Tenant's nght to assert such claims in any separate action or actions
brought by Tenant.
S. 3rokers. Except as may be expressly set forth to ihc contrary m the Fundamental Lease Provisions, each party represents to the
other that no person, firm, corporation or other entity is entitled to any orokerage commission or fmdct'i fee on account of the execution,
delivery, and consummation o( this Lease. Tenant hereoy agrees to indemnify Landlord and to hold Landlord free and harmless of and
from any and ail claims, f osses, damages, costs and expenses of whatsoever nature, mdudtng attorneys' fees and costs of litigation arising
from or relating to any brokerage commissions or finder's fees incurred by Tenant in connection with this Lease.
T. AGREEMENTS IN WRITING. IT IS UNOERSTOOD THAT THERE ARE NO ORAL AGREEMENTS BETWEEN THE
PARTIES HERETO AFFECTING THIS LEASE AND THIS LEASE SUPERSEDES AND CANCELS ANY AND ALL PREVIOUS
NEGOTIATIONS. ARRANGEMENTS, BROCHURES, AGREEMENTS AND UNDERSTANDINGS. IF ANY. 3ETWEEN THE
PARTIES HERETO OR DISPLAYED 9Y LANOLORD TO TENANT WITH RESPECT TO THE SUBJECT MATTER THEREOF.
AND NONE SHALL SE USED TO INTERPRET OR CONSTRUE THIS LEASE. IT IS FURTHER AGREED 3Y AND BETWEEN
THE PARTIES HERETO THAT THERE SHALL BE NO MODIFICATION OR AMENDMENT OF THIS LEASE. EXCEPT AS
MAY BE EXECUTED IN WRITING BETWEEN THE PARTIES HER£TO. LANOLORD MAKES NO WARRANTY
REPRESENTATION, CONTRACT, AGREEMENT, OR STATEMENT CONCERNING THE USE. OCCUPANCY. OR
SUITABILITY OF THE LEASED PREMISES FOR THE USE OF THE LEASED PREMISES AS SET FORTH IN THE

FUNDAMENTAL LEASE PROVISIONS. OR WITH RESPECT TO THE CONDITION uF TITLE WITH RESPECT THERETO.
OR THE MEANS. MODE. OR MANNER OF CONSTRUCTION OF ANY BUILDINGS OR IMPROVEMENTS. OR THE
ADEQUACY OR FITNESS THEREOF FOR ANY USE OR OCCUPANCY. OR THE ACCURACY OR VALIDITY OF ANY
STATEMENT, REPRESENTATION, WARRANTY. AGREEMENT. OR DOCUMENT BY ANY OTHER PERSON. PARTY, OR
ENTITY. UNLESS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH HEREIN AS AN AGREEMENT OF LANDLORD.
U. Matters in Existence. Tenant agrees (hat this Lease is, and shad be. subject and subordinate to ail matters in existence, whether of
record or otherwise, 3nd as now or hereafter modified or amended (provided that the rights o( Tenant are not materiaily adversely
affected by such modification or amendment), and further agrees to be bound by and not to violate or cause Landlord to be in violation of
any of the provisions of said matters and the provisions contained therein or in any present or future modification or amendment thereof.
V. Law Governing. The laws of the state wherein the Leased Premises are located snail jovem the validity, performance and
enforcement of this Lease.
W. WARRANTIES OF TENANT. TENANT WARRANTS AND REPRESENTS TO LANDLORD, FOR THE EXPRESS
BENEFIT OF LANDLORD. THAT: (a) TENANT HAS UNDERTAKEN A COMPLETE AND INDEPENDENT EVALUATION OF
THE RISKS INHERENT IN THE EXECUTION OF THIS LEASE AND THE OPERATION OF THE LEASED PREMISES FOR
THE USE PERMITTED HEREBY AS SET FORTH IN THE FUNDAMENTAL LEASE PROVISIONS. AND THAT. BASED UPON
SAID INDEPENDENT EVALUATION, TENANT HAS ELECTED TO ENTER INTO THIS LEASE AND HEREBY ASSUMES
ALL RISKS WITH RESPECT THERETO: (b! NO ORAL OR WRITTEN INDUCEMENT(S) TO EXECUTE THIS LEASE HAVE
BEEN MADE TO TENANT UNLESS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH HEREIN IN WRITING; (c) IN ENTERING INTO THIS LEASE,
TENANT RELIES UPON NO STATEMENT. FACT. PROMISE. OR REPRESENTATION (WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED.
WRITTEN OR ORAL) NOT SPECIFICALLY SET FORTH HEREIN IN WRITING; (d) ANY STATEMENT, FACT, PROMISE, OR
REPRESENTATION (WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. WRITTEN OR ORAL) MADE AT ANY TIME WHATSOEVER TO
TENANT. WHICH IS NOT EXPRESSLY INCORPORATED HEREIN IN WRITING, IS. AND SHALL FOREVER BE, WAIVED
AND RENOUNCED BY TENANT; AND (e) ANY STATEMENT. FACT, PROMISE. OR REPRESENTATION NOT EXPRESSLY
CONTAINED HEREIN SHALL IN NO WAY BfND LANDLORD. AND TENANT HEREBY WAIVES ANY RIGHT OF
RESCISSION AND ALL CLAIMS FOR DAMAGES BY REASON OF ANY STATEMENT. FACT. PROMISE^ OR
REPRESENTATION, !F ANY. MOT CONTAINED IN THIS LEASE. THE WARRANTIES AND REPRESENTATIONS OF
TENANT HEREIN SHALL BE ENFORCEABLE BY WAY OF SPEOFIC PERFORMANCE OR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF. IN
ADOITION TO ANY OTHER REMEDY AT LAW OR EQUITY. ON THE BASIS OF THE FOREGOING WARRANTIES AND
REPRESENTATIONS OF TENANT. LANDLORD IS WILLING TO ENTER INTO THIS LEASE. IN THE EVENT ANY OF SUCH
WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS OF TENANT HEREIN CONTAINED SHALL BE INACCURATE OR UNTRUE.
LANDLORD MAY. IN ADOITION TO ALL OTHER RIGHTS OF LANDLORD AT LAW OR EQUITY. TERMINATE THIS
LEASE AT ANY TIME THEREAFTER UPON WRITTEN NOTICE TO TENANT.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parries hereto have executed this Lease as of the day and year first above 'Written.
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'•Tenant'*
••Landlord1

the arc of said curve (chord bearing bears South U* J J" S3"
Welt
'hence South W SS' 06" Msc 39.17 feet; to . p o i n t
on a* 109 48 foot radius curve (bearing to the center of
feet^*along
curve K.!r»%«jth
bears boucn 70/u 04'
u* S4"
^ East)
—»**./ thence J9.S6. rt#
( r7».
the arc of said curve (chord bearing bears South 9 33 S7
£t)
thence Souch 0- 47- 12-East 49.S2 feet; to a pome
on a 247.47 foot radius curve (bearing to the center of
curve bears Souch 39* 12' 48- West) thence 59.71 J « t «ion«
the arc o£ said curve (chord bearing bears Souch 6 07 32
West)- chence Souch 13* 02' 16" West 47.11 feet; to a point
on a* 2S4.98 foot radius curve (bearing to the center of
curve bears South 76* 57' 44" East) thence 39.92 feet along
the arc of said curve (chord bearing bears South 3* 33* 10"
West)- thence South 4* 04* 04" West 44.36 f e e t ; thence North
39# i i f 00" East 35.10 feet to the point of beginning.
Contains arsa of 32433-547 sq ft or 0.74457 acres.

PARCEL 2
BEGINNING at a point that is 609.97 feet Morth and 1190.74
feet West fro* the South Quarter Corner of Section 25,
Township 6 South, Range 2 East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian;
thence North 39* 41• 00" East 130.05 feet; thence Morth a9*
4V 4S" East 190.47 feet; thence North 0* 13 f 15tf West 39.00
feet; thence North 45* 30* 00" West 96.00 f e e t ; thence North
44* 30* 00" East 30.00 feet; thence South 45* 30' 00" East
25.00 f e e t ; thence North 39* 30* 00" East 243.77 feet;
thence North 44* 30f 00" East 35.40 feet; chence Morth 45*
30f 00" West 260.00 feet; thence North 44* 30* 00" East
36.62 feet; thence North 45* 30• 00" West ISO.00 feet;
thence South 44* 30* 00" West 36.62 feet; thence Morth 45*
30f 00" West 476.38 feet; to a point on a 33.41 foot radius
curve (bearing to the center of curve bears South 34* 30'
IS" East) thence 21.31 feet a]ong the arc of said curve
(chord bearing bears South 1* 34' 13" East); thence South 3*
38# 21" East 24.35 feet; thence South 45* 30* 00" East
315.00 feet; thence South 3* 07f 42" West 210.24 feet;
thence South 44* 30' 00" West 220.00 feet; to a point on a
282.47 foot radius curve (bearing to the center of curve
bears North 35* 24» 33" West) thence 41.65 feet along the
arc of said curve (chord bearing bears South 3* 48' 49"
West); thence South 13* 02' 16" West 47.11 f e e t ; to a point
on a 219.98 foot radius curve (bearing to the center of
curve bears South 76- $7' 44" East) thence 34.44 feet along
the arc of said curve (chord bearing bears South 3* 33* 10"
West); thence South 4* 04* 04" West 41.63 feet to the point
of beginning. Contains area of 171666.136 sq ft or 3.94091
acre*.

BEGINNING at a point that is 751.31 feet North and 391.03
feet West from the South Quarter Comer of Section 25,
Tounship 6 Souch, Range 2 East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian;
thence South 44* 29' 42" West 11.73 feet-,, to a point on a
400.00 foot radius curve (bearing to the center of curve
bears South 45* 301 18" East) thence 162.27 feet along the
arc of said curve (chord bearing bears South 32* S2* 24"
West); thence Morth 38* S3' S4" West 140.27 feet; thence
North 39* 20* 30" West 175.16 feet; thence South 39* 41* 45"
West 63.07 feet; thence North 0* 18' IS" West 39.00 feet;
thence Morth 4S* 30' 00" West 96.00 feet; thence Morth 44*
30* 00" East 30.00 feet; thence South 45* 30' 00" East 25.00
feet; thence North 39* 30# 00" East 243.77 feet; thence
North 44* 30' 00" East 35.40 feet; thence North-4S** 30* 00"
West 26O-.0O feet; thence North 44* 30* 00" East 36.62 feet;
thence Morth 45• 30' OQ" West 150.00 f e e t ; thence South 44*

30' 00" West 86.62 feet; thence North 45* 30' 00" West
476.88 feet; to • a point on a 38.41 foot radius curve
(bearing to the center of curve bears South 84* 30' IS"
East) thence 2K31 feet along the arc of said curve (chord
bearing bears South I* 34 • 18" East); thence South 8* 33*
21" East 24.8S feet; thence South 4S* 30 f Q0M East 315.00
feet; thence South 3* 07' 42" West 210.24 feet; thence South
44* 30' 00" West 220.00 feet; to a point on a 282.47 foot
radius curve (bearing to the center of curve bears North 3S*
24' 38" West) thence 41.65 feet along the arc of said curve
(chord bearing bears South 8* 48* 49" West); thence South
li* 02' 16" West 47.11 feet; to a point on a 219.98 foot
radius curve (bearing to the center of curve bears South 76*
57* 44" East) thence 34.44 feet along the arc of said curve
(chord bearing bears South 8* 33' 10" West); thence South 4*
04* 04" West 41.63 feet; thence South 39* 41' 00" West 35.10
feet; thence North 4* 04* 04" East 64.36 feet; thence North
13* 02# 16" East 61.68 feet; thence North 6' 26' 43" East
67.26 feet; thence North 0* 47* 12" West 67.20 feet; thence
North 19* SS1 06" East 59.17 feet; thence North 3* 12' 11"
East 151.38 feet; thence North 17* 42' 26" West S3.37 feet;
thence North 60* 07' 16" West 33.08 feet; thence North 16*
56' 12" West 150:54 feet; thence North 3* 33' 21" West
110.43 feet; thence North 9 # 46' 17" East 124.S3 f e e t ;
thence South 38* 56' 20" East 37.14 feet; thence South 69*
49* 28" East 128.67 feet; to a point on a 17108.73 foot
radius curve (bearing to the center of curve bears South 42*
50# 00" West) thence 995.13 feet along the arc of said curve
(chord bearing bears South 45* 30# 01" East) to the point of
beginning. Contains area of 269491.708 sq ft or 6.13663
2CXGS*

(oxcapclnq Lot 1 i* described on thia ?Lit)

PARCEL *»
BEGINNING at a point that Is 607.55 feet North and 486.7o
feet West froa the South Quarter Corner of Section 25,
Township 6 South, Range 2 East, Salt Lake 3ase and Meridian;
to a point on a 400.00 foot radius curve (bearing to the
center of curve bears South 68* 44* 54" East) thence 30.46
feet along the arc of said curve (chord bearing bears South
19* 04• 13" West); thence North 4S* 30' 00" West 42.07 feet;
thence South 88* 58* 54" East 39.96 feet to the point o(
beginning. Contains area of 572*642 sq ft or 0.0131* acres.

PARCEL 5

BEGINNING at a point that is 611.57 feet North and 893.69
ieet West from the South Quarter Corner of Section 25,
Township 6 South, Range 2 East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian;
mence South 63* 38f 27" West 63.78 feet;'- thence South 89*
4P 27" West 277.00 feet; thence North 4* 04« 04" East 28.08
feet; thence North 89* 41f 00" East 165.15 feet; thence
North H9* 41 • 45" East 167.00 feet to the point ot
beginning. Contains area of 3S32.2S3 sq ft or 0.19587 acres.
(«xc»pcinq thmrmtxom *&• w««c«rly 35 tnmt. Qt said la* S for
tft« 6SO wtsc cigftt~o<-N**Y «xc«n»ion)

{li®-.. jiiii
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PROPERTIES

EXHIBIT "C"
PARKWAY

VILLAGE

PROVO, UTAH

LANDLORD'S

AND TENANT'S

ARCHITECTURAL AND CONSTRUCTION

WORK

The following is a description of the construction and
limitations of same which will be provided by Landlord.
A.

Landlord

shall

furnish to said premises as

follows:

1.

DEMISINC PARTITIONS-Furnish and install metaL oc wood
studs (at Landiord'3 discretion) to underside of roof
and finish with gypsum board, taped, bedded and sanded
suitable for paint or wallcovering.

2.

STORE FRONT-Furnish and install a complete straight
glass store front with one single glass door.

3.

FLOOR-Provide a hard
throughout.

4.

ELECTRICAL-Provide a complete electrical system
installation including wall recepticles as
required by code, junction box for Tenant storefront
sign, service to rooftop HVAC unit, service to hot
water heater, 2* x 4 r recessed fluorescent light
fixtures to provide 75 footcandles (approximately one
(i) fixture per seventy (70) square feet of leased
a r e a ) , light fixture in washroom and service door
buzzer.

5.

PLUMBING-Provide one (1) complete toilet room including
one (1) water closet, one (1) lavatory, floor drain,
hot water heater and including walls, ceiling, door
and exhaust fan.

6.

C E I L I N G - P r o v i d e a 2 1 x 4' exposed grid lay-in
ceiling throughout demised premises,

7.

H E A T I N G - V E N T I L A T I N G - A I R CONDITIONING-Provide a complete
HVAC rooftop system including duct3, diffusers, grilles
and temperature controls to maintain the following space
conditions:
Winter
Summer

troweled

concrete

indoor design - 70 degrees
indoor design - 73 degrees

floor

type

Fahrenheit
Fahrenheit

TENANT ASSUMES FULL RESPONSIBILITY FOR MAINTAINING
EQUIPMENT AND CONTROLS THROUGHOUT LEASE PERIOD.
8.
3.

Sign

REAR SERVICE

DOOR

Criteria

See EXHIBIT " D " - Sign
C,

Tenant assumes complete
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

THIS

Criteria
responsibility

Interior partitions and d o o r s .
Wail f i n i s h e s .
Fixtures.
Storefront sign.
Gas and electrical s e r v i c e .

-I-

for the

following:

6.
7.

3.

Approved

Floor finishes
Relocation of duct distribution system and light
fixtures if required due to interior partition
layout•
Additional w a s h r o o m .

by Landlord

App roved by Tenanc: ^A/U/Jf

^nf^A^^f

Dace:

?H/^

Pace;

5/7/<*

Date:

-2-

/

Exhibit
Parkway
Provo,
SIGN

"D

Village
Utah

CRITERIA

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this Sign Criteria is to establish a quality
atmosphere while creating an environment which produces maximum
traffic and promotes the greatest sales for ail tenants in the
shopping center.
A.

ADMINISTRATION

Detail drawings in triplicate (3) and one (1) sepia must be
prepared and submitted by Tenant.
Sign drawings must be approved
in writing by Landlord before the sign may be installed.
No
tenant will be allowed to open without an approved sign.
B.

CRITERIA

-

STOREFRONT

Tenant is to design a sign to fit
board on the facade of the canopy
restrictions:

C.

within the Landlord's
with the following

1.

All signs must be internally illuminated
to Tenant's electric service;

2.

Letters shall be no deeper than six (6) inches and no
higher than twenty f 0 U r (24) inches, and must be centered
to s t o r e f r o n t ;

3.

Wording

4.

The maximum length of the lettering shall not exceed
seventy (70) percent of the horizontal storefront
d imensions ; and

5.

Reverse channel illuminated letters are not permitted.
Tenant must also comply with the City of Provo sign
criteria which shall govern if in conflict with the
above.

shall

be limited

to the name of

and

sign

the

connected

store;

GENERAL
1.

Doors and Windows-Lettering on doors, w i n d o w s , or on
show w i n d o w s may not be illuminated on either exterior
or interior, shall not exceed two (2) inches in height
and shall be submitted to Landlord for a p p r o v a l .
No
temporary or permanent paper signs shall be permitted to
be applied to the interior or exterior faces of
storefront glass or other storefront m a t e r i a l s .

2.

S i d e w a l k s - N o signs will be allowed in the exterior s i d e walk or beyond the interior lease line of the leased
premises contiguous to the sidewalk.

3.

Responsibility-All signs, permits and related or r e s u l t ing construction shall be Tenant's responsibility and
all signs shall be installed under the supervision of
Landlord.
No sign maker's identification tabs or stickers shall be permitted.
Sign Contractor shall repair
any damage to work caused by his work.
All signs must
conform to 1 o ca~r>\b u i 1 d ing and electrical codes and EPA
requ i remen ts,

Approved

by L a n d l o r d :

Approved

by Tenan t :

TuMFrZ^.

W&—L

Date:

StrtH
^-

EXHIBIT "E"
CERTIFICATE OF TENANT

The undersigned

("Tenant'*) hereby certifies to

as follows:

I . The undersigned i s the Lessee of the premises commonly
known as
("Premises"),
pursuant to that certain lease dated
(the "Lease"), between the undersigned as Tenant and
as Landlord ("Landlord")
2.

The Lease is presently

in full force and effect.

3, The Lease constitutes the entire agreement between the
undersigned and Landlord with respect to the Premises, and there
are no amendments, written or oral, to such agreement, except as
follows:

4.

The undersigned has accepted

possession of the Premises,

5. All improvements required under the terms of the Lease
to be made by Landlord have been substantially completed.
6. The term or the Lease commenced on _ _ ^ _
and ends on
, at minimum rent of
per annum, with a rental commencement date of
19
. The current minimum rent is
Dollars ($
) per annum.

,

7. The amount paid to Landlord by the undersigned as a
security deposit under the terms of the Lease is
Dollars ($
)• and the undersigned has prepaid no
other rent or sura whatsoever to Landlord except minimum rent and
other amounts currently due and payable.
8, To the best knowledge of the undersigned, on the date of
this Certificate, there exists no offsets, counterclaims or
defenses of the undersigned under the Lease against Landlord and
there exists no events that would constitute a basis for any such
offset, counterclaim, or defense upon the lapse of time or the
giving, of notice, or both,
9. The undersigned acknowledges that you are the
beneficiary under a deed of trust encumbering the Premises that
said deed of trust contains an assignment of rents due under the
Lease.
(OR) The undersigned acknowledges that you are the
purchaser of the Premises under an agreement of purchase and sale
with Landlord and that said agreement contains an assignment of
the Lease.
10. THE UNDERSIGNED AGREES TO ADVISE YOU 3Y COLLECT TELEGRAM
OF ANY CHANGES IN THE ABOVE MATTERS ^HICH MAY ARISE 45 DAYS
IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE DATE OF THIS CERTIFICATE, AND
ACKNOWLEDGES THAT YOU MAY, FOR SAID 45-OAY PERIOD, RELY UPON THIS
CERTIFICATE IN THE ABSENCE OF ANY SUCH NOTIFICATION.

DATED:

3Y:
TENANT

JOHANSEN THACKERAY MACKENZIE PROPERTIES
50 South Main Street. Suite 975
Salt Lake City, Utah 34144
(801) 531-o863

March 2 1 ,

1985

Mr, Frank Stuart
TANFASTIC
603 North 1200 East
3ountiful, Utah
3*010
Rent Reduction
Parkway Village
Provo, Utah
Dear Frank;
Pursuant to our conversation Johansen Thackeray Mackenzie
Properties Ltd. is reducing your monthly rent to 51,125.00 per
month starting April 1, 1985 through December 31, 1985• As of
January 1, 1986 your rent will return to the effective race of
515.00 per square foot unless otherwise agreed to by both
parties.
This temporary rent reduction is contingent upon Tanfastic
coming current on all monies due Johansen Thackeray Mackenzie
Properties Ltd. including late charges for any past due sums.
In reference to Mails Etc., we will re-evaluate their lease
prior to expiration and if you are still in business and current
on all accounts payable we will try to solve the present
situation with Mails Etc. tanning booths.
If you have any questions regarding this proposal please do
not hesitate to call, I will look forward to a golf game in the
very near future.
Bes^regards,

*L'

Donald V. M

DWM:sv
cc: Mr. Geoffrey R. Garlick
Mr. John R. Thackerav

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
true & correct copies of the

I CERTIFY
foregoing

were
,

hand

delivered

1989,

to:

BYRON

this
L.

A

STUBBS,

day

of

Attorney

for

Defendants/Appellants, 530 East 500 South, Salt Lake City, UT
84102.
DAVID H. SHAWCROFT
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Respondents

23

